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In order to provide Documentation and archive of the taken proceeding in international affairs of NOCR and for keeping work experiences and vital records for future, It's been going to provide the news archive made up since 2011 (1389; date of launching the International Affairs sub portal) in the country registration organization. Therefore the present collection consists of many news which have been set on the mentioned sub portal since 23 september 2011 - 21 march 2013; it has 2 parts; national and international which classified into categories and we hope it should be considered and co-operation by the future staff and clients.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>National cards will be changed to smart ones in 2012</td>
<td>individual identification –virtual-space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Planning without Evaluation &amp; Monitoring Has No Meaning</td>
<td>Evaluation-monitoring-performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To Implement Strategic Program, Education & Research Is Needed

NOCR Services Have sub-structure Function in Country Political, Social, Cultural and Economic Activities.

By using a special software in online inquiry, observing individuals picture is possible

Reducing time issuance of National cards for abroad Iranian

The Necessity giving services to Iranians Abroad in short time

Decreasing Time of Reply to the Identity Requests to Iranians in Abroad

NOCR is ready for boarding public services at the eve of the election registration

National smart card from Ghom province to Gilan

---

**E:statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>row</th>
<th>News no.</th>
<th>page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Key words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Imam Reza Future Supply Plan</td>
<td>Infant-born- statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Civil registration statistic role is vital for developing plans</td>
<td>Elections-registration-meeting-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>I.R.of IRAN Succeeded to Present a Proper Pattern on Promotion of qualitative &amp; qualitative data and Population statistics</td>
<td>Population- statistics-conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Training Workshop of Producing Statistics</td>
<td>Population- statistics-information-members-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
The world Qods Day statement by Iranian National Registration organization
IN The Name of God The world Qods Day statement by Iranian National Registration organization Once again last Friday of Ramedan Which purulent And Imam Khomeini's great imitative called the international day of Qods Day's disgust with the Zionist regime crimes was named has come. Crime and cruelty of the usurper regime of Israel and the cry of the oppressed Palestinians appeal Petition and want the freedom loving nations in recent months with the long siege of Gaza and inhumane and covert support by the global arrogance and severity has increased responsibility And duty sections of the people and tauslim nations to express solidarity and sympathy with the Palestinian people and hatred of Israel has Doubled. Registration organization with high aspirations Following Imam Khomeini and Ayatollah Khamenai and the menu along with other freedom loving nations Iranian Muslims invites to attend the world Qods day rallies once again their shants of solidarity and sympathy with the Palestinian nation hatred and disgust of the illegitimate regim of Israel must announce to the world.

News Group : international-affairs   Date : 2010/09/06   ساعت : 12:00:00
2. Congratulations

Congratulations on the occasion of The Fitr

May all your fasts and prayers be accepted

News Group : international-affairs Date : 2010/09/08

3. E-Government Experts Database Initiated

Recently it has been decided that an OIC e-Government Working Group should be established and held its first meeting late in September 2010. In order to determine the members of this Working Group, an online database has been activated and accessible online through the official SESRIC web site. If you are a high – medium level expert having experience in the management or technical aspects of e-Government application development in either private or the public sectors, please feel free to fill in the online form. SESRIC is planning to utilize this database for determining the members of the OIC e-
Government Working Group as well as for other future events related to e-Government.

**News Group : international-affairs Date : 2010/09/14 ساعت : 12:00:00**

4. **the official Registration day entered on the Iranian calendar**

Day the 3rd (Iranian calendar) / December 24th as the official Registration day entered on the Iranian calendar

According to the Office of Public and International Affairs, with the approval of General Council of Culture, Day the 3rd entered as the official Registration Day on the Iranian calendar. This was the first day of Iranian birth certificate to Miss. Fatemeh Irani issued

**News Group : international-affairs Date : 2010/09/22 ساعت : 12:00:00**

5. **Strengthening Cooperation with NOCR is on the agenda in the state Department's Consular**
Strengthening Cooperation with NOCR is on the agenda in the state Department's Consular

According to International Affairs Office, Qashqavi, Deputy Minister for Consular, Parliamentary Affairs, in a meeting with Nazemi Ardakani, Deputy Interior Minister and head of NOCR, outlined the agenda to strengthen Cooperation with NOCR.

visiting the Registration Statistics Data Center, in a meeting with the head, deputies and a group of deputy general managers, referred to areas of responsibility and mission and Consular affairs of Iranian abroad. He also announced the preparation of his area for the respect above.

News Group : international-affairs  Date : 2010/09/27 12:00:00

6. Imam Reza Future Supply Plan

Mehr Imam Reza Future Supply Plan gives Promise of a happy future

According to International Affairs, Nazemi Ardekani head of "NOCR" said, This plan will approach the values and address the administration, referring to Article 29 the state Constitution's requirement to cover all sections of society to the social security insurance.

He continued, " In the early five months this year, 565 thousand and 597 infants
were born from which 450 thousand and 832 born in the cities, 114 thousand and 765 in urban and 114 thousand born in rural areas.

According to Nazemi, the highest birth rate in the early five months in Tehran and the lowest was in Semnan Province

News Group: international-affairs

7. The Opening of Counter offices in Ardabil

Information from 99 percent of households were consistent with facts.

According to International Affairs Office, Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani, the head of "NOCR" in a visit to Ardabil Province referring to polls conducted on the household information collected from the Statistical Center in Iran said, "The 67 million people as expressed in their forms, only one percent was inconsistent with reality."

He pointed to national smart cards in the country of late 1990 stated, "The current national cards is just a profile, but smart cards simultaneously, include license, credit card, banking, and insurance.

According to Public Relation and International Affairs, during the opening the first Counter office, He added, "NOCR is getting requested national identification documents according to its responsibility, but in future the responsibility will be taken on by counter offices."

News Group: international-affairs Date: 2010/10/06 12:00:00
8. Birth Certificate replace in 2 years

Nazemi Ardakani, head of "NOCR" said in a speech, "60 thousand new birth certificates have been issued, so for in the Country, and we have Started issuing ID Certificate in many cities and new bases will have run, in the remaining cities by the end of the current year.

According to International Affairs Office, He explained the priority is for those have born in 1389 and presones without birth certificates." Then he expressed, "people should not rush too much for this respect, because replacing the old ones will have been done within 2 or 3 years:

Deputy Interior Minister noted the recent National Cards will be replac with Smart ones and added, "All Iranian Nation will use these cards in the next 5 years."

He mentioned, "By the end of 1390, all National ID cards running from urban and rural People, are validated.

Nazemi : also, explained about the virtue of Smart cards as to aggregate all information and personal details in the form of electronic data base and to mechanize all civil Status services, increasing Counter government offices, issuing birth certificates, new national cards and establishing new national data base for Civil electronic documents.

In the end Ardekani expressed hopes to develop the services with the consent of people's Satisfaction.

News Group : international-affairs
9. Consulates in Provinces

According to International department, Motakki, Iran Foreign Minister, on Sunday Mehr 29th at the Azadloo Customs building Visiting Geramy in Ardabil Province, announced, "The State Department's Consular representations are to be established in province centers."

He said, "Achieving this respect in terms of necessary conditions remains on the agenda in the State Department."

He also added, "In this regard, Ardebil had been completed and hopefully provide the necessary conditions and capacities required in the future demands."

News Group: international-affairs

10. According to International department

Mr. Karami, Civil Assistant Registration said, "according to surveys conducted by "NOCR" the number of Iranians residing abroad has been about 5 million. According to International department, Mr. Karami, Civil Registration Assistant said, "Our organization has always tried to identify documents of Civil Status of these people and we are ready to answer any question on civil
statistics of National Identity Cards issued for overseas Compatriots in 1386, said, "In America 8840, In Germany 4707, In Canada 2237, In England 2808, In UAE 1853, In Sweden 1665, In France 831, In Holand 548, in Austria 546 and in Belgium 527 people have received their Cards.

Karami expressed, "In cooperation with the Supreme Council Affairs of Iranians abroad, we have provided them services and we have put in 2 experts in the Council in department 2777 to answer the questions by Iranians. we have received 150 requests form Iranians abroad which are answered.

Civil assistant stated, "there is a tracking System on which citizens can go to represent their overseas requests made in any field so by getting the tracking code through the system they can follow their affairs. The system also is designed to issue birth certificate or replica one."

About the child's birth abroad, Karami said, "If a baby is born abroad, parents can refer to Iranian consulate or embassy to receive the birth Certificate."

He also added, "If a marriage occurs, the couple can register it and therefore registered in Iranian demography data base.

Civil assistant of "NOCR" pointing to the statistics of birth, marriage, divorce and death inside and outside the Country said, "In the Country 18.5 are born in a thousand but in abroad 2 people are born, 12.2 marriages in a thousand but %6 in abroad, divorce in the Country 107 in a thousand but %2 in abroad and also death 5.4 in a thousand in the Country but in abroad %5.

11. National Smart Card a key to enter e–governement
Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani, the head of "NOCR", in a Ceremony to exchange signed agreement between the vice president and planning strategic Supervision and "NOCR", said "in case of providing funds needed to issue National Smart Card for the citizens in the next year, we receive a entrance Key with"

By explaining the National number is a entrance Key to the country databases, he emphasized, that "NOCR" uses the National Number the most of all Other organizations. He expressed hopes the Other organizations can use the National Number in their affairs.

Rahmati, the deputy of "vice president planning" in the Ceremony said, "One of the task of the planning strategic Supervision to issue Certificate of qualifications for Strategic Supervision and abroad Consultants in the field of engineering and technical Services. He Continued, "data Birth certification was applied instead of National Numbers before last year. But it was assigned to apply National cards."

According to Rahmati about 600 to one million people dealing with our system use their National Numbers.

News Group : international-affairs
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12. "Mohammad" the most common English baby names

The name "Mohammad" ranked first for English
and Wales baby names in 2009

According to Daily Mail newspaper, researchers, during studies, found that newborns named "Mohammad" in England and Wales were more than other names and families in the above countries are really interested in this name.

There are more than 2 million and five hundred Muslims living in England, most of them are from different countries and an other part are from Europeans countries who tended to Islam during years.

News Group : international-affairs

13. Multipurpose National Smart Card Plan

Issuing the multipurpose National Smart Card will end up by the end of the Fifth Development Plan

According to the Office of Public and Internationals Affairs, the paragraph (D) of the Article 49 in the fifth development bill requires "NOCR" to complete the reform database including all vital events like birth, marriage, divorce, death certificate, and identity in (Electronic Signatures) and applications in cooperation with relevant agencies.

The report also says, "NOCR" shall provide and issue multipurpose National Card for all people.

Providing services to people, Legal people are to use these Cards

Based on executive regulations of the section, scheduling, samples. Cases, in access, level of use by ministries of ICT and the Interior in coordination with the deputy prepared and approved by the Cabinet looks.

Result that, the laws passed by Parliament after the Guarding Council to Comment and approval by the President to execute the executive agencies are
According to International department, Mr. Nazemi Ardakani, the head of NOCR, in a speech before Friday prayers referred to December 24\textsuperscript{th}, the National Registration Day and called the four critical logs, issuing identity documents and Iranian Nationality in the world, production and dissemination of population and migration statistics, three major assignment of NOCR. He stated that registration and issuance of identity documents such as ID cards, Nation ID Number as valid documents for any Iranian in the virtual world recognized. So any Iranian in the world makes sense of identity.

According to Nazemi about one hundred million identity documents are issued and maintained in the Country's population database.

He also said, "Iran history identity documents including poletical, Social and cultural people are well – maintained and open to public by NOCR. He added that 50 state apparatus through cyberspace authenticate people's identity.

Ardakani expressed, "NO economical agencies, organizations and departments cannot do any measurements without identity tables and statistics. So due to updated softwares they can receive 50 statistical reports form population databases.

Nazemi Ardekani Continued, "Considering the current national expiration,
in the near future National Smart cards will provide various services.

He also expressed, "In development plans and Justice – oriented Government such as economical changes, targeted subsidies, insurance and Public welfare, Justice, equity, and eat, NOCR plays it rule.

He Continued, "According to our prophet, Mohammad Peace be Upon him and his family, to choose beautiful and Proper names for children NOCR has provided a database and a book with the help of other literary and religious elders to pursue this issue.
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15. Possibility to issue Single Status Certificate and National card through Internet

According to International department, Mr. Karami the NOCR deputy stated that the organization, aligned with the electronic services, provides five public ones through the Internet. He also said, "From now on, applicants can apply for the issuance or replacement of the National Cards, changing the first or last names, the addresses or Zip codes by clicking on WWW. Sabteahval.ir/Default.aspx"

He continued, "We are also planning to issue death Certificate, ID and birth certificate replacement through the same Internet site,"
Karimi said, "Applicants can even Pay the Costs through the same site and receive their requirements at home.

He emphasized, "One of our major goals is to promote the quality and quantity of the services to the public."

**News Group : international-affairs**  
**Date : 2010/12/29**  
**ساعت : 12:00:00**

**16. December 28th Civil Registration Week ceremony**

Civil Registration Week was held and Commemorated on Tuesday December 28th at the Great Hall of the Interior Ministry with the presence of the Interior minister, head of Tehran university, a member of Supreme Council for "NOCR" and a number of officials.

Mostafa Najjar, the Interior minister, addressed "NOCR" as one of the most important infrastructure departments in the Country. He Continued, "Without the data and Statistics Provided by the organization, the plans to reform subsidies would be in Complete." He also added, "the distortion possibility of civil identity documents should be considered important by the organization. " Then he expressed, "According to four – fold functions including birth, marriage, divorce and death registrations for any Iranian in all over the world, signifies the importance of "NOCR" functions."

Next Mr. Nazemi Ardekani, the head of "NOCR" , in a speech emphasized that the Future Plan Supply, reforming the Construction and civil rules, implementation of economic data for household targeted subsidies, immigration records in Country as the important outlines for "NOCR".

Also at the ceremony, the books and Stamps commemorating the National Smart Card was unveiled.
In the end, a number of successful counter government officials and planners of Smart National ID Card were appreciated and awarded.

---

17. First Conference on Cultural name choosing structure

According to International department, The first conference on the respect above attended by Cultural name choosing experts, university professors started with, the parliament cultural commission head, Dr. Haddad Adel's speech held at NOCR education center at 8:30 am on Jan 5th 2011.
18. NOCR Staff travel to Europe

Mr. Nazemi Ardekani, at the head of state registration of delegation traveled to Belgium, Germany and Austria. During their visit, they had meetings with Belgium ministry of Communications officials and Iranian ambassadors in Brussels, Viena and General Consul in Munich.

They also visited the production and process of Smart Cards in Munich and had negotiations with German Companies in the field of AFIS, and PKI Software production. The staff met with the head of registration organization duties and missions in Belgium.

In addition to the meeting with officials, Mr. Ardekani considered the difficulties related to the issuance of the Iranian identity documents, expediting the Iranian problems and asked them to reflect the problems to NOCR.
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19. Mr. Ardekanis Visiti with Iranian ambassador in Belgium, Austria and Germany

Mr. Ardekanis Visiti with Iranian ambassador in Belgium,
Austria and Germany
According to International department, in the recent trip to Bdellium, Austria and Germany, the head of NOCR considered the problems with the issuance of Iranian identity documents.

Considering the problems expressed by Consular authorities, Mr. Ardekani announced NOCR preparation to solve the problems and expedite the issuance of Iranian identity documents. He also announced the preparation of NOCR to represent the responsibilities to the heads of delegation in other countries. He said, "The responsibilities can be assigned to a Committee composed of the chief representative, and a civil register expert to solve the problems.
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20."NOCR" Head among Civil Registration staff in yazd.

"NOCR" Head among Civil Registration staff in yazd.
According to International department, "with the extensive work of NOCR staff and friendly cooperation of our people, we can claim in the near future one hundred percent of birth and Death will be registered during the Legal dead line."

Mr nazemi said: he also added ( NOCR is getting through with new electronic system and documents in stead of traditional people ones.

He considered the staff education for the new electronic system necessary.

Emphasizing on public knowledge increasing of NOCR operations by
different expressed, choosing names for children needs professional attentions.

Head of NOCR to depart in some program during his visit from yazd province.
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21. Congratulation of the Head of NOCR at the beginning of 1390 year

In the name of allah, the beneficent, the merciful

Dear colleagues, venerable mangers, Hardworking nationwide staff and Noble companions.

Greetings

Nowruz is resurrection of nature which reminders human beings the greatness of the creator of the universe and extensive blessing holy merciful.

Congratulation to you and your respectable family spring nature and begin of
solar Hegira achieving the holy goals of the Islamic Republic of Iran.

In this valuable opportunity, sincere appreciation and thanks for efforts of all partners and valuable assistance and their families who are in double work and double efforts that led to outstanding performance and provided services without obligation to the Islamic homeland.

I hope in the third decade of progress and Justice which Supreme leader has named Economic jihad, we have an effective role in national projects such as targeted subsidies, shares of Justice the Mehr Account of Imam Reza. In this holy jihad to serve the people of Islamic.

**News Group : international-affairs**

**22.2500 billion Tomans is allocated for babies born in 1390.**

One million toman (1000 $) account will be opened in national Bank for each baby, will be born in new year. An annual credit will be added to the account (the amount of the credit is not still definite.) The president of NOCR said that the deposited money cannot be withdrawn by the parents until the children reach the legal age (18).

Parents is possible add to the credit and they even take Loan. Nazemi Ardecani also said for the babies who were not covered by this plan in 1389, the Bank account will be opened.
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23. Travel of Turkish civil Registration Delegation to Iran.

In this visit the missions of the two countries satisfied their relations and wished to expand it in the others fields like expertise and technical ties, especially Smart card.

According to International Affairs: NOCR, has decided to exchange the related international information so, to cooperate with Eco countries, The Turkish Delegation entered Tehran on 23 Apr 2011.

The Delegation, Mr. Totolmaz (Deputy of civil Registration Department General) ; Mr. Uztash (Head of improvement; research & foreign Affairs) and Mr. Soet Kuchuk (the head of Services division), visited NOCR'S activates. In this visit the missions of the two countries satisfied their relations and wished to expand it in the others fields like expertise and technical ties, especially Smart card.

Mr. Totolmaz expressed too: "the Smart card will be issued by the first days of 2012 year".

The partners verified the common & interested subject and emphasized the necessity of cooperation in the all fields of civil Registration also succeeded the following:

- Vital events (birth, death, marriage, divorce) and moving House.

- Smart ID (Identity) card

- To equal issued registration forms to the partner citizen in the two countries

News Group: international-affairs
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24. A Consortium of Chinese, Malaysia & Iranian companies to issue National smart card".

"According to International affairs of public relations: A Delegation of Chinese, Malaysian, and Iranian Companies (Potevio, Eastcompeace, Hanin, BMH, MSCTC, Optima, & Fan Ava)"... 

According to International affairs of public relations: A Delegation of Malaysia, Chinese & Iranian Companies (MSCTC, potevio, optima, BMH, Fan Awa) in Visit with chairman of NOCR, his deputies & advisors, declared a consortium of the related companies is ready to cooperate for issuing of National smart card.

In the meeting, first, chinese partner introduced the company, securing finance process & then described the technical problems expandedly.

Mr. Nazemi, ArdaKani, the chairman of NOCR, expressed hope, the collection would comprehensive & presented the appropriate proposals to cooperate with IROI in the field.

In continuing, Mr. Tarighat (the advisor of chairman & executive deputy for National smart card plan) stated the done actions and referred to implementing pilot plan in Ghom Province (around 1 million people). He also carried on: "NOCR is reedy to contempt with the collection to do pilot & Macro plans.

On the other hand, he asked the partners to present their views & opinions in the field and formed a technical expertise Group to negotiate.

Mr. Muhebati, Deputy of planning, management & improvement manpower discussed the securing finance perspective of NOCR.

Finally the consortium, signed memorandum and presented to NOCR.
25. Meeting of Eco

The heads of Eco's planning organization ratified the proposal of NOCR Islamic Republic of IRAN

According to international affairs of NOCR, on the 18 May 2011, the heads of Eco's planning organization ratified the proposal of NOCR Islamic Republic of IRAN to hold the first Meeting heads of Civil Registration of Member of Eco states on 13-14 June 2011 in Tehran.

The secretariats of Eco Requested the members participate in the meeting very actively and introduce their participants as seen as passable.

Mr. Halimi adviser to NOCR chairman stated that all of Eco member states positive approach.

26. Eco members meeting is postponed in IRAN

Eco member Civil Registrations meeting is postponed
According to International affairs, Eco secretariat has sent a note to foreign affairs Minister Agencies of Eco members based on holding of first session of Eco member's civil Registrations heads & expertise's due to not reaching a quorum is postponed.

**AMost Urgent/**

**By Fax**

No.HRSD/HD/2011/845

6th June 2011

The Secretariat of the Economic Cooperation Organization presents its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Embassies of Member States in Tehran and, with reference to its note verbale No.HRSD/HD/2010/342 dated 9th March 2011 regarding 1st Meeting of the ECO Heads of National Organizations/Centers for Civil Registration scheduled to be held in Tehran on 13-14 June 2011 has the honour to inform that only the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Republic of Kazakhstan and the Republic of Turkey have confirmed their participation in the event. Therefore, due to lack of quorum the Meeting is postponed. The new schedule will be intimated in due course.

The Secretariat avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the esteemed Ministry and the esteemed Embassies the assurances of its highest consideration.
According to International Affairs of NOCR: Mr. Halimi, International affairs adviser to NOCR chairman said: The new date of the first session Heads of civil registration ECO member states have been announced to Foreign Affairs Ministry.

Following the putting off the first meeting Heads of civil registration ECO member states in Tehran (Persian date Khordad 23-29, 1390), the international affairs of NOCR have been announced the new date to The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (3,4 October 2011) (Persian date Mehr 11-12,1390).

If the Eco secretariat pass the new date, it will be done and announced to Eco agencies in Tehran.
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28. set up of 200 Electronic registration counter offices in the country

Mohsen Karami, NOCR'S identity documents affairs deputy, said: " the
organization's registration status is sovereign and infrastructure, at the congress of registration counter services office and e–government.

Although the e–government has little history in the country but is expanding quickly.

He said one of the objectives of – e government is, the services with lower cost and high efficiency, He added that The National Organization for civil registration assigned the unique number to people as national identification card and a smart national ID card in the future, to provide identify and deliver the services of virtual.

Karami reiterated:" the smart ID card is a key to enter the e-government gate and, the organization, with 11 serving over the counter offices, has taken an important step in reducing the traffic and serving easy to people.

He pointed out that more than 5 services are done by the organization electronically without the attendance of people, e.g. moving house.

The deputy of Identity documents affairs said that they will increase these offices from 82 to 270 in the county during this year.

29. Registration reform bill goes to Parliament

In the first scientific, practical conference on legal experts & deputies of civil registration offices all over the country, Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani said "there is more than 120 million registration documents in the states that they already was stored physically."
He added, the archival documents will be in electronic form and available for experts to facilitate the affairs since the preservation of the information is very important.

Head of NOCR outlined:
1. The development strategies including promoting: the use of national numbers, the office counter services, registration, classification, extent of documentation & registration offices throughout the country as an organization.
2. The mission is vital events (four events) recording, identity documents issuing for Iranians, inside or outside the country, production and publication of statistics and demographic information.
3. The main & central objectives of organization: to establish a comprehensive identification structure of Persians and the electronic system.

He continued: "at the present situation, it is a wide organization and over 600 local offices provide people services in national, direct and indirect, then he pointed to reform the law & said:" since civil and social rights of persons are given by civil registration law, it must be corrected.

Nazemi Ardakani expressed: The low of the civil registration was passed in 1976 and it have been amended in 1984 by parliament. According to the new technologies, the present law can't answer people's needs so the amendment of the law is the first priority of the organization program.

Head of NOCR expressed that the basic research studies have been done to reform the country CIVIL REGISTRATION, He asked the legal deputy of president to do necessary measures to speed its process.

The most important task is the registration of citizen's rights
Deputy of planning, management and human resource development of NOCR, said: "one of the important duties of citizens' rights will happen under the law of the country civil registration."

He referred to 35 years duration of the law passing and expressed:" Human needs have changed over time and the delay in revising the rules is not acceptable.

Mr. Mohebati noted, with regard to the new technologies and increasing electronic local offices across the country, The birth registration within 15 days is not appropriate and this law must be changed.
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30. Elderly population in the country is 2.9 times

Elderly population during last 30 years (1976-2006) has been increased to 2.9 times. The scale of urban areas in the country has quadrupled & from 800.000 has increased to more than 3.2 million people. Based on reported results of economic and demographic characteristics review of the elderly population in the past, present and future, of the SCI, the increasing elderly population, has been differed in rural areas than in urban areas so that it has reached from 1 million people in 1355 year to 1.8 million in 1375.

The elderly in rural areas is more than urban areas due to migration of rural young population to cities. It is predicted that the elderly population in all provinces during the 15-yeares forecasts (1400-1385) will be always increase.

Elderly male population was older than women in most provinces between the years 1385 to 1390. Nevertheless it is predicted the number of elderly women would be more than men, in all provinces, in the years 1390 to 1400, so that elderly population in the coming years, would be female. The aging and the proportion of the 65 years population in different years will have roughly the same pattern in different provinces in the moment, and according to the United Nations definition of aging population (%7 &more than), just the Gilan and Southern Khorasan has reached to old age in 1385. Also Seven provinces of the country will be of old age, in the coming years (more than %7).

Based on the results of the last census, % 5.19 of the country population are 65 years and older (% 5.38 men and %4.99 women.) Gilan province with 7.30, South Khorasan with 7.03, and Central with 6.86
is the first to third of the most aging population provinces. Systan &Baluchistan with 2.95 percent has the lowest elderly population in the country. According to the population record for 2010, now %8 of world population is aged, %6 in developing and % 16 in developed countries. The life expectancy is 69 years in the world, 77 years in developed and 67 years in developing countries. Changing population age structure will be deepened over the decades in the country, so that the elderly population will be increased and not escape it. Developed countries with more than 15 percent of the aging population are considered important measures of this kind and have fewer difficult, but the matter is that the young age structure will be experienced in our country in the coming years so it will be important to prepare the same arrangements from now. 90/4/18
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31. There are 120 million ID documents in the data base of The national organization for civil registration IRIN.

Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani in the congress of registration counter services offices and e-government, said:” The registration organization status is sovereign and infrastructure & in all spheres of political, social, cultural and economic is impact.
What is drowning about the organization in long is an efficient, entrepreneur, and effective enterprise whose role in all areas of the country is providing e-government infrastructure and becoming electronic. Upon Article 10 of the Civil Service Act: our task is deployment of Iranian identify society, production of the daily demographics." He continued: NOCR has 3 core missions: vital events registration, issuance of identity documents and the production and dissemination of updated population statistics"

Also he noted: "there are currently 120 million identity documents that are not available via mail or electronically, which should become electronic & access to them available every time and where" In the following, he expressed our strategies in this regard are:

1- Mechanizing the process of services, means to provide all the conditions that services automated and the people's first reference may reach at least ".

2- Establishing the national archive of electronic documents in our possession.'

3-promoting national number application, since in the world and developed or populous countries, individuals are identified solely through the national numbers

4-Replaceing a national smart card rather than ID

5-Begining to expand counter offices in government within a short time (at the present 80 offices have jurisdiction(even in cities or villages).

He continued to establish counter offices ,several subjects are important:

1- founders and staff that provide registration services and equipment that is used in offices

2- Location of offices should be reduced and physical space is also a way that is causing overcrowding.

3- Protection of classified information for applicants to justify the publication of any classified information is not permitted

He emphasized that at the present, they organized cooperative process to counter offices , in the first step of work, assigned them to receive a national ID card application and in the second ID change demand and a replacement birth certificates OR issuing a possibly replica.
He continued in the final stages, all offices will be converted into counter offices and the payment for counter offices in different cities is not equal and working groups decide not allow it to be extortion.
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32. The population, economic jihad and sustainable development conference

The conference on population, economic Jihad and sustainable development was held in Monday 11 July 2011, at the training center of NOCR.

Nazemi Ardakani, the head of the civil registration organization and the other related deputies or directors were talking about the population problems, policies and challenges at the conference.

The important points of the speeches as follows:

Nazemi Ardakani, said: "the population is an opportunity and strong point for country, and planning, management can be considered as a strategic for Islamic republic of Iran for grow & improve".

Also, he referred: "at the present, the experts, universities teachers must notice to the population structure as long-short or medium terms to explain the development of the program".

He said: "on the other hand, it is important that now more than 50 reports are
extracting around population."

At the conference, also, Deputy Director of information technology and population statistic emphasized:" the statistics has changed over the past years so that Iran's population rank is 18 in the world and 10 in the Asia, 3 in the Middle East".

Economical and statistical center deputy told:" economic growth is based on the growth rate of labor force and since the aging population of country is increasing( upon the household, income plans studies), so in the future the cost of health services will increase and health services or social security organization will have faced with serious problems.

The head of Asian population research center and Pacific countries emphasized :"the need is revising policies and demographic trends"& predicted that if the current decline in fertility rates continue we would face with a negative population growth in 1425.

Faculty member and director of population, environment and sustainable development center, at the conference referred:" active population growth has declined to follow the economic growth decline and a serious challenge in the countries economic.

Hojatoleslam Mahdi Rajai, the chief of the center of Islamic pattern said: Iranian progress has required extensive research, he continued that thought, science, spirituality and life are Islamic pattern upon our country great leader and just the spirituality is an infrastructure development.
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Online Civil Registration for abroad residents.

According to International relation Affairs: Mr. Halimi International advisor to NOCR head said, the 3th session for the Reviewing the services approaches for abroad Iranian held in the foreign ministry with attendance of the consulate General director, Deputy of civil & personal status office, IT Deputy of foreign ministry, General director of ID Documents for abroad Iranian, the officials & experts of Technology information deputy and population statistics.

In the session they reviewed the online services approaches for abroad Iranian agencies to accelerate the ID, National Card issuances and other related actions.

Also it was decided that Foreign Ministry should send the abroad Iranian information data to the Population base in NOCR and the technical experts committee of foreign Ministry & NOCR formed to find their related solutions with abroad agencies to present online services as soon as possible.
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Cooperation between NOCR & China

In a meeting, China charge d' affairs & NOCR chairman, talked about bilateral relations.

Mr. Nazemi Ardakani explained NOCR programmers, duties and actions have been done in the field of National Smart Card. He said "some China's company announced, they are to cooperate, exchange or transfer their Technical experiences with our country in the related subjects.

In the following, Ni ro chi, the China's charge d' affairs expressed, the current country National cards, two kinds: 18 years and over, were issued by security Ministry & a new one would be preparing with more users than before, also he referred that immigration & vital events were registering by the other ministry".

Finally, the China Partner welcomed to develop mutual cooperation in all fields especially, civil registration and smart card, he also invited the Iranian delegation to have a visit from China, in September 2011.
35. Postal code on the national card is criteria to receive services

The First deputy of President signed a circular about postal code. According to this letter all the services must be served on the administrative and enforcement activities of executive agencies required to make invitation in order to adopt the criteria set forth in the code behind the national ID card holder as documents, documents should be issued to the their address and zip code, or services in accordance with their national identity cards.

According to this directive, the national identification card as proof of Iranian nationals has been identified and if the cardholder is required to change their location, at the first opportunity they must announced the new address to the civil registration for issue the new card.

Accordingly, in order to access to government statistics, demographic information and developments in the country, the executive agencies is required in all administrative and law enforcement activities in order to adopt the criteria set forth in the zip code National Identity Card documented as owner of the card, documents issued and sent to their address or ZIP code where services are provided according to a national identification card.

According to the website of the government, based on the organization's registration is required to change the address field, preferably in electronic form from various sources and provide enough information to do in this regard.

This directive 27/4/1390 by Mohammad Reza Rahimi, vice president for ministries, agencies and the provincial government has been notified.
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Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani, head of NOCR, in the Second Meeting of Directors General for Civil Registration in the Shahrecord, talked about the Issue of National Smart Card, startup, expansion and renovation of the government office counter, registered migration by changing the code in this year and said 110 billion rials credit card to run smart card plan pilot projects to be prepared to use software for national electronic signature and fingerprint recognition and registration of citizens.

"to promote the use of National number by expanding inquiry net, fast the speed of e-archives system for civil registration documents, establish & develop the non-government counter offices, and cities' website, are the other priorities" he added.

Registration national's chief said careful planning and programs in provinces and cities to develop and advance the goals of the organization. Also he referred; the programs which they tried to be done desirable are name engineering & document treasure in the cities.

In the congress, Mr. Ansari, the chair's advisor in provinces affairs, outlined monitoring the first 3th strategic program of 90 year was the main aim of congress & said: "to high security ID documents is the most significant duty of NOCR".

Also, he emphasized we considered to enforce ourselves in the human resource development, infrastructure improvement, modern technology & advanced legal framework creating to product effectively.

With The executives of the two-day conference, registration documents treasures opened by the registration chief of the Chaharmahal Bakhtiyari province.

He expressed that in areas of social, economic and cultural the role of registration is quite evident that the registration service in the community
identity is very valuable and useful.

Representative of Supreme Leader Ayatollah Mohammad Reza Nasseri in the mentioned province said the activities of registration, a bottleneck, are as a valuable information for the country. He also thanked and appreciation the acts and activities of the registration organization's as a sovereign and infrastructure organization. Nazemi Ardekani's at the end, awarded the statue of registration as a memorial to representative of Supreme Leader Ayatollah Mohammad Reza Nasseri in charmahal bakhtiary.

37. Statement of the economic Jihad and Sustainable development conference

Ali Akbar Mahzoon General Director OF Statistics, population information and migration Office of NOCR, in the economic Jihad and sustainable development conference was read out the statement.

Statement of the economic Jihad and Sustainable development conference
In the Name of God

The 7 billion today's world are in the way of experience of the demographic transitions and the challenges and associated issues with it. Many of today's developed countries have experienced, low or very low fertility, the consequences of this matter is: population aging, labor shortages, declining populations of native species and so on. In contrast, many developing countries, which are experienced high fertility, that the result of its, increase in the working age population, life and social needs arising from it. So we can say that most of the countries have an imbalance population.

If the population is seen through System approach, the population is structured as a body and should be a dynamic and renewable balance between all its sectors that cannot establish a fixed status of population (e.g. a certain number of the population) given as an ideal stage, because changes in the demographics of the population comes from many other factors including economic, social and cultural change which occurs over time in the affected countries.

In connection with the issue, which is very important, to try the changes in the population must be desirable and appropriate. So the population policy is workable, if balance and proportion of the population is kept. It is necessary to study and maintain the population changes constantly and draw the development landscape, and if the population study shows it is out of its balance, appreciate population policies need to apply.

Required to reach appropriate and optimum population is population change constant observation. And observing changes in demographics and population planning requires detailed demographic data on fertility, mortality and migration, marriage and divorce. It is very important the task of the organizations that collect demographic data, particularly the Civil Registration, Census, and the Ministry of Health and Medical Education.

Population has experienced a lot of changes in various fields over the last century, now is facing, exceeded 74 million population due to our country's past high fertility, with an enormous strain on the working age population. Besides the statistical and demographic evidence shows that the current sustained low fertility made issues and challenges for developing countries that will be important in the future. Despite the experiences of today and tomorrow's prospects, it's time to revise the population policy. Yet, researchers, scholars, administrators and
policymakers thinking about the population utilities e.g. fertile population, family planning, structure and age pyramid, the population distribution, migration, and ...

The organizers of the conference stressed the need to review and revise the country's population policies and in particular we hope that with the assistance of the Government and Parliament as soon as possible to implement this important rule be provided. In order to facilitate this, the proposal of the High Council of Policy and Planning will be presented.

The UN Population, has called 2011, under the title "seven billion world", and we, national organizations and NGO( Non Governmental Organization,) are in place to celebrate the World Population Day and tell :"the population and its needs should be the focus of economic and social policy".

Although the world increasing population, and its boundaries, reaching seven billion people, make numerous challenges and issues for future generations and the today population is over, but poverty, illiteracy, discrimination, hunger, and thousands of other demographic and human issues is not because of only a small increase of the population bordered by seven billion people.

Such matters, as it is very unequal and discriminatory distribution of wealth in the world, should be noticed today. Several reports by the IMF shows that nearly 85 percent of the world's wealth in the hands of only 20% of the total world population and the poorest people around the world are 1/5 billion people, only 1 / 4 percent have the entire world's wealth. What is the origin of all divisions and economic inequality in the world? Is its factor in the origin of capitalism and Western domination of the major achievements of the increasing gap between the so-called developed and developing countries? Are they, hungry giant camping Africa, Asia or Latin America, destroy the environment and natural resources in the world today or more than 16 times the world's natural resources, waste and waste non-renewable by cartels and corporations affiliated with the rich developed countries?

We expect the UN to do so, as if they try to reduce the population and control birth in developing countries or the world's poor, to think a terrible time about reducing the economic gap between the poor in developing countries and the rich in developed countries. If the continuous chains of poverty, deprivation and inequality disappeared in poor communities and
developing world, human rationality certainly lead him to the quantitative and qualitative balance of population and prosperity of the collective will of humanity.
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38. Services to abroad Iranian

According to International affairs, the 4th committee of common group working consists of NOCR & foreign affairs ministry, was held on 9.agust 2011 in Department of Deputy ID document affairs (NOCR) and all members attended. In the meeting they reviewed the quick methods of services for abroad Iranians.

At the first of meeting Mr.karami, Sadri & Halimi, stated the goals of the session, and then they requested the members to accelerate the relation between NOCR, foreign ministry and Iranian abroad agencies, at least for 5 countries in the first phase.

Also, the General Directors of consul of foreign ministry announced:" Foreign ministry is ready to link NOCR database to Iranian agencies in the abroad.

At the end of this meeting, they decided to start to issuance the national ID card since 23 September 2011 in the 5 agencies abroad and then extended to the other Iranian agencies.
39. The readiness of foreign ministry to hold the ECO session

According to international affair: Mr. Musavi, the General director of international economic cooperation of foreign affairs ministry, at meeting with Dr. Nazemi Ardakani, the head for NOCR, announced: "we are ready to cooperate for holding the ECO member countries session, leaders and expertises of civil Registration organizations."

In the meeting, Mr. Musavi expressed: "Upon sending a note from ECO Secretariat to the states member, the subject has been announced to the Iranian agencies in the related countries and asked them to try to encourage the heads of civil Registration attend in the session more actively.

It is worth mentioning the date of session will be on 3-4 October 2011 in Tehran, NOCR.90/5/23

40. Cooperation with China country

According to International affairs: Mr. Chen Xiapeng, the
special representative of ECE company with a Malaysian &chins delegation in a meeting with attendance of: Mr. Tarighat, the advisor of the head of NOCR and executive deputy of smart card plan, Mr. Halimi, the international advisor, announced: "the related company is ready to implement & finance the cooperative project".

The china partner, in the meeting following the before Malaysian meeting with Iranian delegations, presented the related documents, china Exim Bank letter of Interest, and stated "we are ready to join venture with an Iranian company to finance the mentioned project and requested to sign the implementation agreement in order to start the work, especially feasibility studies to finance Upon their Costs.
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41. Establish the Supreme population policy council

Establish the Supreme population policy council
General Director of civil registration, migration-statistic & population data bureau, announced the new population policy.

Mr. Mahzoon said: "NOCR proposed to form the supreme policy council, which approved in the strategy council of NOCR, to manage the proper growth of population over the coming years ".

Also he added: "Interior ministry proposed the subject in the cabinet council and we hope to be approved in order to planning the proper population growth in the future and to solve the possible problems.

The General Director of NOCR emphasized: "according to the population growth rate decrease from 3.2 to 1.25 percent during the first planning
development till now, according to this trend, the related experts believe the population will reach negative growth over the next 30 years.

He expressed, it is necessary to change the culture of the structure of the population in the families, such as having one or not child.

He said to avoid won't be damaged the structure of the population in the future,

We must manage & organize the trend of population growth.
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42. Computerize issuing the ID certificate to all Iranians at the end of the 5th development plan

NOCR Deputy of identity documents affairs announced: "because of the used technology in the old ID certificate, the possibility of fraud or damage of certificates, distrust of people to the civil registration documents, the computerize issuance becoming on the agenda.

Mr.Karami continued the features of new certificates will be:

- Promotion of safety & security
- Inserting machine ID
- Laminating
- Attaching hologram in the first page

Note: the above features made impossible each kind of fraud.

He added: "the other features are: use of special paper sensitive to chemicals, use of security 3 colored yarn, inserting identification & serial numbers on the all pages as proferage.

In the following Mr. karami mentioned "the issuance of new certificate, for has been began in 2007 for individuals under 15 years, and from 2011 has been issuing for over 15 years in all over the country.

At the end he said:" at first we purchased the laser printers from the abroad but recently one of Iranian companies produced its with new technology, such as modern facilities & matching holder's information with data center before issuing certificate, will not allow each kind of fraud in the issuance of birth certificates.
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43. Iranian climbing to high rank of human development

General Director of statistic population data & migration bureau of NOCR said: the number of Iranian population is near to 75 million people, the age
structure is changing from young to middle.

The mentioned period is the best ones to accelerate economic develop & growth, we hope with a good programming, use them in an optimal manner.

Upon the last report of UNDP, he added: "the quantities indicator of country has recently grown significantly".

UNDP is a universal organization which prepares important reports for all countries annually & HDI is one of them, there are 3 important factors in this report:

1- The life expectancy at the birth (indicates the health population services)
2- The education & literary level of individuals
3- Economic levels of families

In the following Aliakbar Mahzoon emphasized: "upon the related 2010 report published by UNDP, our country climbed from average human development to high rank & it shows we can manage the quality & quantity of population."

Also he expressed: "based on predictions of the experts & analysts, there is an important point about future structure of population in related to current middle-age. The current figure of GRR, is less than one (almost 85%) .It shows that we reached to red line in the population growth. It is necessary to review the population policies seriously. The fertility rate in 2010 is 1.8 children, reaching below replacement level (2.1), It is an alarm for us and we must restore age structure for future population also the necessary facilities should be planed or prepared. Establishment of supreme council population can help us to determine and adopt the population measures and policies about the subject in the country.
44. The Opening of ECO Session

The First Meeting of Heads of National Civil Registration Organizations/Centers of ECO Member States was held on 3-4 October 2011 in Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran.

The First Meeting of Heads of National Civil Registration Organizations/Centers of ECO Member States was held on 3-4 October 2011 in Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran, hosted by the Iranian National Organization for Civil Registration (NOCR). The meeting was attended by delegates of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Republic of Azerbaijan, Islamic Republic of Iran (host), Kyrgyz Republic, Islamic Republic of Pakistan, Republic of Tajikistan and Republic of Turkey as well as the ECO Secretary General along with the relevant staff of the Secretariat.

45. ECO Secretary General thanked the Government of the Islamic of Iran in the first session

H.E. M. Yahya Maroofi, ECO Secretary General thanked the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran.

H.E. M. Yahya Maroofi, ECO Secretary General thanked the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran, particularly National Organization for Civil Registration (NOCR) for hosting and making excellent arrangement for this meeting. He specially thanked the Iranian Interior Minister for his personal support in organizing this event. He also highlighted the developments and achievements made by the Organization in the field of Trade, Transport and Energy. He said that by holding this meeting, we are initiating a new field of...
cooperation which is Civil Registration. The initiative would undoubtedly benefit individual Member States and the entire ECO region.
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46. The motto of the ECO Meeting

The motto of the Meeting is "Modern Civil Registration - Pre-requisite for Security and Development".

His Excellency Mr. Nazemi Ardakani, Deputy Interior Minister and Head of NOCR of the Islamic Republic of Iran delivered welcoming remarks. He welcomed the participants in Tehran. He said that a balanced and sustainable development and progress could be made through planning based on precise and accurate statistics particularly in population scope and the relevant changes. He said that the motto of the Meeting is "Modern Civil Registration - Pre-requisite for Security and Development".
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47. Eco Session & another opportunity in making macro-policies

His Excellency Mr. Mohammad Najjar, Minister for Interior of the Islamic Republic of Iran made an inaugural statement. He said that the "First meeting of Heads of National Civil Registration Organizations of ECO Member States" is another opportunity through which we can better understand the viewpoints of our governments highlighting the functions of Civil Registration Organization, he said that it can play a main role in making macro-policies. He mentioned that upgrading the security features of ID documents will help the Member States to control illegal immigration, smuggling of human, smuggling of immigrants, terrorism, narcotics, unauthorized travels and other relevant organized crimes and solve security challenges of their citizens and citizens of other member countries at their territory.

48. Uniform visa for foreigners who are intended to enter ECO territory

Mr. Ghashghavi, Deputy Foreign Minister said that securing the welfare of our people is only attainable in spirits of real cooperation and interaction. While referring to the potential of the ECO region and the Economic
Cooperation Organization itself, he called all the Member States to develop their consular cooperation and remove communication barriers between people. There are some other initiatives in hand for ECO member states to cooperate on civil registration. In this regards he proposed the initiatives to be taken by the ECO Member States to cooperate on civil registration including:

1) set a unification procedure in issuance of ID documents;
2) exchange of demographic information;
3) acceptance of inter-regional documents authentication;
4) acceptance of marriage registration.

He also proposed the visa exemption for the people of the ECO Member States.
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49.120 abroad agency present registration services to Iranians

NOCR Deputy of identity documents Affairs said 100 thousand documents annually are regulated in the Iranian active agency oversees the country.

'Mohsen karami,' said according to the civil low, the Iranian oversees are enjoyed from personal status registration consular services.

He expressed that from 24 July 2002 till 23 June 2011, 300 thousand and 493 identity card applications from Iranian residing in the foreign countries have been received and issued identity cards for them.

Also he referred: "about 120 abroad agency present registration services to Iranians& most of them have been done in America, German, Arabic united
National Smart Card Issuance in the country is a new experience.

According to Fars News Agency, from Birjand city, Mr. Nazemi Ardakani, Chairman of NOCR referring to birth rate said: "country birth rate is 19 per1000 and the death rate is 5.9 per 1000 . He added, however, these rates may be different in all of regions and provinces according to the statistics for each region.

Then he referred to the registration of the marriage and divorce rates in the country & said:" the country's marriage rate is currently 12.1 per thousand and the divorce rate is 1.9 thousand."

He also pointed the country's latest population statistics said: "According to latter statistics, country population is 74.7 million person . The South Khorasan population has been announced 677 thousand person .

Nazemi Ardakani continued:" urban population is over 51 million person &in the South Khorasan this rate is more than 382 thousand person ."

He expressed :" National Smart Card Issuance in the country is a new experience while many countries had successful experiences in this field ,so we try to use the latest technologies in the relative cards Issuance& it have been considered to issue the smart card for all people.

50. Using the latest technologies in the National card
51. Vice Minister and Chairman National Organization for Civil Registration

National smart card will be issued for public
Coordination council of civil Registration was held in south khorasan on 15 October 2011.

Mr Nazemi said: according to the planning, national smart cards will be issued in 2012.

He stated Registration organization is expiring period of modernization.

We want to use the most advanced technologies for issuance of identity papers. We provide population statistics in the daily form for other governmental agencies to use it.

We are trying to do inquiry as a web service all over the country. Inquiry is the only way to combat forgery.

We have been done serious efforts for confirmation of identity documents.

One of these measures is the mechanization of the issuance of birth certificates throughout IRAN.

Another action is issuance of smart card that it has very high security.
2010 Statistical Yearbook of NOCR was published & released in the country.

The 7th Statistical Yearbook of registry; containing demographic information, vital events: births, deaths, marriages, divorces, and some other activities of the personal statuses registration organization were published.

The 2010 Statistical Yearbook is the 7th & has a special specification, using the reports system of country population database.

It is based on the last performance & information of registry offices over the country in 2010 and consists of four chapters:
1-Birth

2-Death

3-marriage and divorce

4-statistics of some other important activities.

The level of statistical information in the Yearbook is based on the whole country, province and the city and the statistical review and analysis of each of the critical events in 2010 has provided for its users.
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In these occasions, week of marriage, young couples who marry in this week, they can refer to registration offices over the country & receive mechanized new ID booklet.

Deputy of Identity Documents Affairs of NOCR congratulated national week to celebrate anniversaries of weddings of Hazrat Ali (AS) and Hazrat Zahra.

He said: "in these occasions, week of marriage, young couples who marry in this week, they can refer to registration offices over the country & receive mechanized new ID booklet.

He added: "choose the good name for children, is elders', religious and infallible Imams' advices, as the Prophet has said: "good name of the individual is a gift from God and brightness of the resurrection". He said also: "people's good name reinforcing positive energy in them".

DR. Karami beliefs, manners and attitudes of parents, community events & its geographical boundaries, ethnic, and linguistic, historical experience and national and religious affiliation of parents are the most important components for their choosing children's name.

He also expressed: the names of infallible, the divine prophets, rulers, national myths, birds, plants, flowers, jewelry and precious objects, including the names parents choose for their children.

He stated: "the consulting name sector of the registration is active & people can be in consultation with the department by mail, phone and fax."

Karami said: People can refer & be aware of the appropriate names, root distribution of names, also the names fit with cultural, religious, national, linguistic and ethnic characters and the figures related to the acquisition of
knowledge.

He entitled that the religious names: Mohammad, Ali, Fatima & Zahra have had the most choosing frequency by the end of 2010 year.
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54. NOCR Head visited Isfahan Civil Registration Office

Mr. Nazemi NOCR Chairman & Mr. Parsei Deputy of demographic information technology consulting with Mr. Ansari Provincial Affairs adviser to NOCR head visited Isfahan province, From 29 - 30 October 2011.

Mr. Nazemi NOCR Chairman & Mr. Parsei Deputy of demographic information technology consulting with Mr. Ansari Provincial Affairs adviser to NOCR head visited Isfahan province, From 29 - 30 October 2011.

The program of this visit was as follow:

§ Visit with the heads of civil registration offices in Isfahan Province

§ Take part in the Coordinating Council of civil registration of the Isfahan Province

§ Meeting with the supreme leader's representative in Isfahan province

§ The important pointes mentioned by Dr Nazemi is as follow:

- We should put our efforts to do the most important programs and a powerful, efficient, committed head should be an individual struggling to development the organizational goals and it can be achieved just by issuing a
strategic plan.

- He stressed about the importance of the suspected citizens and said it should be followed its legal path and it must be determined by the city council security, if the council approved the citizenship for them, it will be sent to the foreign nationals office & if did not approve, they must back to their country.

Isfahan Governor stated exact statistics is necessary for the planning and it is provided by NOCR. He said comprehensive information need for the sustainable development, planning, promotes and community development. The NOCR produced and issued this information for all organizations.

Ardakani said: The cultural activities in the our organization was started such as: create civil documents for cultural individuals, artists, scholars and academic, leaders Clergymen, martyrs and commanders of 8 years holy defense.
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55. First rank of NOCR in the mobility scheme

the mobility system, NOCR upon specified criteria, ranked first, among 14 key areas of the relative ministry.

Based on the letter of Interior Ministry; head of modernization, administrative development, information technology and the civil organization performance report in the mobility system, NOCR upon specified criteria, ranked first, among 14 key areas of the relative ministry.
The selection criteria include official support of the overall goals monitoring, monthly meetings of the Council of Deputies and Management in the NOCR and in the Interior Ministry.

Also other criteria for selection are as: the group participation of staffs and develop appropriate programs, lack of frequent changes in programs, development of provincial mobility and reporting timely and accurate monthly performance of the staff or provincial headquarters.

56. Greeting (The feast of Sacrifice)

The feast of Sacrifice is the celebration of declaration of devotion and obedience of God.

Mr. Nazemi Ardakani said to Colleagues: The feast of Sacrifice is the celebration of declaration of devotion and obedience of God and Valuable opportunity to once again appreciate your efforts and Valuable Services.

This blessed Aid Congratulation to loved ones and your honorable families.

That's beautiful with pilgrims of house of God and to go round of abstinence with purity, sincerity, plug to satanic souls and we provide causes of approach to creator of the universe that is the most merciful.

We seized opportunity to serve at Islamic rule that is commemoration of sanctity of pure blood in the altar of Love and record proud of effective and useful service to the noble Iranian people that are manifestation of freedom and dignity of Muslims in worldwide.
57. Civil registration services for Iranian settle in abroad

120 agencies of the I.S. of IRAN performed the duties of NOCR in the foreign countries such as registration of four vital events and issuance of ID Card. Washington, s agency registered 2 thousands births registration during last year.

In this regard he referred:

· There is no difference between vital events registration in or outside the country.

· For registration of the birth document, as in the country, father or mother can refer & present the birth certificate to register it.

· Consular representations are responsible for marriage and divorce.

· ID card can apply for the foreign women married with the Iranians men, the registration of marriage has been done, under Article VI of the Civil Code Article 976,
If Iranian people want to marry or divorce, according to Iranian law to be recorded & to have visited the offices of the registration agencies upon the legal stage of the host country to do. The written certificate of registration on behalf of the country recorded the event to marry or divorce.

Finally, he noted: All documents and records of vital events abroad as well as the registration is sent to the database.

**58. Electronic health records Forum will be held for half of Iranians**

Mrs.Vahiddastgerdi attended in the present ceremony of scientific map of Tehran University of Medical Sciences and Health Service

According to International Affairs: Mrs.Vahiddastgerdi attended in the present ceremony of scientific map of Tehran University of Medical Sciences and Health Service & congratulated medical students for taking the best professional & specialized encyclopedia.

She said: Electronic health records for half of the Iranians, 500 Road Emergency new Center will be ready at the end of this year. She informed increasing the world level of the Medical Sciences of Tehran, Shiraz and shahid Beheshti universities.

She referred that health is one of the main needs of man knowledge, however health ministry have just %25 of it as affective factor on health, other %50 of people's health is related to social issues and %25 including genetic and biological issues and we should increase care system too.

She added: "after the Islamic revolution we struggled to improve people
health & have had good growth, for example in Life expectancy which was 57 in 1977 & reached to 73, or infant mortality (10 in a thousand births), the deaths of children under 5 years old that declined to about 18 (in one thousand live births), also the maternal mortality figure which reached to 24 per thousand from 240 per thousand live births in 30 Last year, & shows a downtrend with steep.

Finally Mrs. Vahiddastgerdi said: "although at the present we have the youngest population in the world but we will have more middle-aged population than young's in 2025 & the old people will increased, so we should be planning from now.
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59. Dr. Nazemi met with authorities of Finland civil Registration

Following the trip to France NOCR Head with his boards leaving to visit Finland Population Register Center and Gemato Factory.

According to the International relations affairs of NOCR, following the trip to France NOCR Head with his boards leaving to visit Finland Population Register Center and Gemato Factory.

In this visit, Dr. Ardakany & Head of Finland Population Register Center referring the position & duties of registration organization announced their readiness to exchange mutual experiences.

Director General Finland Population Register Center said: "we registers both vital events, moving house, postal code and specifications of buildings or apartments in the population database and all executive devices, particularly,
Head of NOCR, Mr. Nazemi Ardakani along with a delegation visited the Cartes and Identification exhibition at Paris city on 16&17 November 2011.

According to the International relation affairs of NOCR: Head of NOCR, Mr. Nazemi Ardakani along with a delegation visited the Cartes and Identification exhibition at Paris city on 16&17 November 2011.

They reviewed the last products about smart cards, especially in the field of soft-hard ware & issuance and mailing machine and then negotiated with the officials of related companies about the mentioned topics.

During this trip the head of NOCR met with Head of population Register center of Finland, in Helsinki. Both sides explained about his organization duties and they announced ready for delivering of experience between each other.

Mr Nazemi also visited Gemalto factory in Helsinki, and up code...
Headquarter in Vaasa.
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61. Human resource Development in Iran

Director General Bureau of Statistics, population and migration information of NOCR, said: "According to the latest UN report, Iran's human resource development has been assessed on the top ranking.

Director General Bureau of Statistics, population and migration information of NOCR, said: "According to the latest UN report, Iran's human resource development has been assessed on the top ranking. He added that this resource indices population quality level and is calculated based on indexes such as the hope for quality, educational level, and real per capita national income and the economy. Mr. Mahzoon emphasized also: UN report shows that human resource development in Iran are more than 100 countries.

According to Mr. Mahzoon: "Norway, Australia, Netherlands, America, Ireland are the first five countries to account for the human development index & Congo, Burkina Faso, Chad, Burundi, GINA, Bassano countries ranks are in the end of this table.
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62. Holding the analyze conference demography trends in the country

The analyze conference of demography trends was held on 20.21. December

- According to international affairs in the inaugural session, Mr. Ardakani (NOCR head), Dr. Adel Azar (statistic center head), Dr. Rezai (secretary of expediency council) spoke about the role and position of statistics in macro-micro planning.

- They emphasized updated statistic is very important for long-short programs.

- Mr. Ardakani, referring the sovereignty role of NOCR, said: "population information base presents services to the all organization through country.

He said: The Important duties of NOCR as follow:

- Registering vital events & immigration

- Preparing ID documents for Iranians, all over the world 3.

- Producing demography statistic

- and also emphasized NOCR is ready to cooperate in all fields with Iran Statistics Center and presents 50 reports in related topics in the following of conference.

- A series sessions with attendance of thoughtful individually was hold and talking about:

- How to produce & collect registration statistics

- Specifications & structure of country population

- Production changes, mortality and effective factors
- Reviewing demography emphasizing population
- Possibilities & facilities for families population
- Politics & plans
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63.Civil Registration Week

During CR week, the developing role of NOCR will be explained in the country.

Mr. Mehdi Esmaeily, General Director of Public Relation of NOCR announced CR week Programs,

He said: "according to the duties of NOCR producing demography population in the country and noticing ID services, Public Cultural Council called: 24 December is as the CR Day.

Mr. Esmaieili referred to the implementing programs in this week as follows:

- Presenting smart card plan
- Attending in sepulcher of Imam Khomini and renew ling with him
- Secession of NOCR head and Mediums
- Exhibition holding
- Presenting the new edition of choosing Book
- Release the CR history, 9 – month performance and statistics reports.
- Presenting the shahid Tehrani Moghadam registration documents
- Smart Card studies
- Beginning development projects

He also explained that Wide program was predicted to the organization's performance.

Mr. Esmaeili said the doctor Nazemi Ardakani will start his speech before the Tehran Friday prayers this week. As well as The General managers of NOCR of the provinces throughout the country will have such program.

News Group : international-affairs

64. The celebration ceremony of "National CR Day"

The celebration ceremony of national CR Day In the first day of CR week was held with heads, General director of civil registration offices & NOCR staffs on December 24

In the ceremony, NOCR Head, Interior Minister, Islamic Council Assembly vice chairman, also Vice President of Iran talked about significant role of NOCR in e-government aims.

Mr. Nazemi Ardakani NOCR head on CR Day said: "today is a reminder of issuing the first Document of Iranian Identity, calling the CR Day by public Cultural Council is a valuable opportunity to explain the struggles of Civil Registration staffs to prepare significant services & development for e-government."
He explained: Smart Card is not only for confirmation identity but also, it is considering as main infrastructure for e–government to make decisions.

Preview of National Plan will be associated with e–services in cooperation with other administrations, so that we see its remarkable development.

Diversity & Poly gamy of NOCR mission, e.g. issuing &confirmation ID documents Iranian, vital events registration, Production & release of the Human demography make a new overview of NOCR in the country as In 2025 horizon it will be Learning, Effective, Systematic, Developmental, Successful to provide the Comprehensive E-services & release update statistics of demographical changes.

At the end, NOCR Head, due to CR Week -honoring the valuable efforts of household registration, registration assistants & government counter offices thanked the hard-working staffs' services through country.
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65. The Minister of the Interior in the National Conference on Civil Status Registration Day

The Minister of the Interior in the National Conference on Civil Status Registration Day said :"More than one thousand major and secondary branches have been established to register PM candidates."

Mostafa Mohammad Nadjar The Social Reporter of Fars News reported that Registration Day, as held at in the today National Conference on Civil Status that: Registry of vital the International Conference Center of IRIB stated Iranians, production and events and confirming Identity Documents of the the three essential release of human and population changes statistics are double the missions of the Civil Status Registration Organization that
existence importance of the Organization

“During recent years, this Organization has provided substructures for E. government and in this respect, it has established suitable grounds for achieving the 20-Year Perspective Decrees” continued the Minister.

“Development of trustable information in this organization is a grave responsibility that all should try to update it every day; as the basis of any planning is to having correct information” added the Interior Minister.

The Minister stated that information of this Organization on occupation, housing, marriage and any activities that are considered for the present and future generation is a necessity and continued: “If information is not accurate, any plan and program that lacks information and schedules will be a waste of country’s resources.”

The Interior Minister informed that various plans are needed for the developing of the country and in this respect, proper statistics and exact information is needed, adding: “The Islamic Republic of Iran has taken some measures that have changed it to a global and regional model and the impacts could be seen even in Capture Wall Street Movement.

“The significant successes we have already gained in different industrial, scientific and medical fields are due to the goal-oriented planning we made in our country.” He continued.

**Issuance of birth certificates for martyrs was an interesting innovation.** The Minister stated: “Issuance of birth certificates for martyrs was an interesting innovation. Whatever we have is because of our martyrs and this includes continuing the path of the Late Imam (Khomeini) as well as the gains we had in the light of self-sacrifice of them (the martyrs) that our country is progressing.”

Nadjar said: “A suitable planning for future requires knowing and collecting useful information and the role of Civil Status Registration Organization as the primary core of initial and on time production of information on vital events is the origin and basis of security production and publication that could be used along with other register able information.”
He added: “In line with subsides orientation, this Organization has been doing good activities and to this time, it finished its mission with good speed and favorable way.”

Informing that national ID. Number coverage as an entry key to E. government is the basis of transactions of other organizations, he stated: “Reducing physical reference of people and planning national intelligent ID as the substructure of E. government will be seen performed in Qom province, as one of the valuable achievements of Civil Status Registration Organization, continued Mr. Nadjar.

According to Mr. Nadjar, the national intelligent ID. Card will flow a fresh blood in the veins of government.

The Interior Minister addressed forgery of documents by noting promotions in security factors and said: “Completion and updating population information of the country should be used particularly in development plans of the country in order to realize justice-focused motto.”

He continued: “In addition, respecting clients at this organization, as one of the most frequent visited executive bodies should be followed up desirably and care must be taken to save people from any unnecessary complication and hardship.

The Minister added:” Civil Status Registration Organization should be in conformity with needs and must take steps towards completing the population basis of the country and stay updated.

“As the identity documents are kept safer and more reliable, the economic relations would face fewer problems and good efforts have been done on this subject. We have already succeeded in lowering documents forgery to minimum, compared to past year; however, our plan should be to lower forgery to zero.” He added.

Expressing views on the coming election and its high important, the Minister said: “The National Day of Civil Status Registration was opened by the order for starting candidacy registration; and presently one thousand major and secondary branches have already been established to register candidates,
of this number 207 branches are placed in governor general offices.”

“Parliament, as the highest legislative source of the country has a special place and its election is very important. The experiences of 29 elections and polls in the country have proved that people would appear in scene to give votes in the worst conditions and in long lines.” Added Mr. Nadjar.

Mr. Nadjar continued by expressing hope of having the elections more glorious than before stated: “People have always been actively present in basic decision makings of the country and with no doubt, they will show a significant participation in this election as well; because, it is their legitimate right of being involved in determining their own faith.”

He continued: “On the other hand, the very popular support to the system has become a target for the enemies of the system and in last election; they did their maximum power to prevent people’s participation or did their best to either make it less or minimize it as much as possible.”

Mr. Nadjar said:” In the coming election, we will take the same approach. They (enemies of the system) have nothing than spreading hopelessness and making doubts and try to question the servers of people; but all their efforts are in vein because our people know their enemies fairly well and by participating in this election, they will punch the mouth of their enemies.”

The Interior Minister remarked: “In this condition, all who love this system should direct the atmosphere towards peace and prevent any chance of making enemies strong. “

He said: “Efforts to be done to prevent any challenging statements and since the heads of Civil Status Registration Offices are present in the executive councils, the Civil Status Registration Organization should show an active presence in enquiring and ascertaining the authenticity of candidates’ identities and play their roles.”
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66. Abroad Iranians conference

According to the report of international Affairs NOCR, the second meeting organizing the first Conference for abroad Iranians held in the office of for Identity documents. Pourmenti, Sadri, Halimi, Esmaili, Marefat, Bozorgi were attendance. The agenda of this meeting was to indicate the objectives such as: the goals, Lectureres, inviters, location and time of Conference.

It was agreed conference for abroad Iranians will be held at the research and training center of NOCR in March 2012. The aim of this Conference is to provide easy and quick services for abroad Iranians.
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67. Issuance of computer booklet & starting E-archive operation, running Smart ID card plan

Mr. Nazemi Ardakani, NOCR Head, visited Khorasan Razavi from 21-27 Jun2012.

The NOCR delegation visited general offices & other civil registration offices in the Khorasan Razavi province.

Mr nazemi met with Mr selahi Governor general of Khorasan Razavi
province.

During his visit from Torbat Heydarieh National Civil Registration & Rashtkhar registry, he referred to the following points in his speech:

- Identities of more than five thousands candidates for parliament were verified by NOCR.
- NOCR position in the country is sovereign because of issuance of ID for all Iranians around the country.
- Our roles is infrastructure for the country for producing & releasing the population information & statistics
- E-archive operation started in 27 provinces & at the present documents are being presented in an electronic imaging way
- Issuance of computer booklet will be started during two month later to prevent forgery.
- The timely registration of vital events is significant to update the country population statistics for planning in the national level.
- Smart national card plan is running now but no card has been issued up to now and its pilot is implementing in the Qom province.
- At the end he outlined vital events rates in the country & Khorasan Razavi province.
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68. The memorandum of cooperation between NOCR & Iranian Post Company.

NOCR Head met General Manager of Post company, and referred that during targeted subsides, there was appropriate interaction & relations between two partners.

NOCR Head met General Manager of Post company, and referred that during targeted subsides, there was appropriate interaction & relations between two partners, so that the related acts were implemented very well by them.

Also he added the memorandum of cooperation is the first step to target the vital events registration, in rural areas.

He believes the rural areas should be online, in relating to population database as like as urban areas.

Then Post company manager referred to 120 years background of post as a member of global union and its good position in the international level.

Mr. Karbasian mentioned: "814 billion package were been sent by post last year and one billion and four hundred people received their subsides in the villages. So he emphasized that by signing the agreement, they could prepare services to the people with better quantity & quality.

At the end of session, two partners signed a cooperation agreement in the field of related subject.
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The scientific, applied conference of administrative, finance and planning deputies of General departments of civil registration

According to public relation & International cooperation's office: The scientific, applied conference of administrative, finance planning deputies of General departments of civil registration of the country was held with attendance of NOCR Head, and vice president of modernization and administrative, reforms for deputy of management development & human planning in Kosar hall in NOCR.

Deputy of planning management & human sources development of NOCR said: "This conference is an educational workshop which will be used by provincial & NOCR staff".

Mr. Mouhebaty emphasized on the facility of affairs & staff problems and the change of the employment status, from company to organization contract and increasing their salary, applied education as effective.

He also added: "our focus will be on staff motivation, applied researches, standardizing physical space in offices" and entitled "executive planning will be other duties for finance & administrating deputies in 1391".

While emphasizing to fill the vacancies and funding, he said: "the most significant plan is customer orientation in the next year."
70.Dr. Ardakani, NOCR Head's message in Fagr decade

Imam Khomeini call "Our revolution was an explosion of light"

We celebrate thirty-third anniversary of the glorious victory of Islamic revolution in Iran while, region idolatrous suffer the fate of the damned Iranian King and are burning in the anger fire of the region people.

Revolution movements, self esteem, independence of Iranian people make awakening spirit in the oppressed nation's superstition.

Symmetry of Islamic revolution, Fajr decades and the birth times of the great sovian humanity world; the last Muslims prophet, Muhammad (PBUH) & the unity week is an appreciate opportunity under the authority of the Muslims supreme leader, Imam Khamenei for strengthen unity and brotherhood to improve and develop the country comprehensively.

The precious devoted martyrs died to give us liberation and We learn from them so that with friendship, good thinking, behavior, honest services to view the society we can prepare the happiness for ourselves or our society worldly or here after.

With respect, hereby birthday of Muslim prophet, the unity week, anniversary of the glorious victory of Islamic republic in Iran and Fajr decade sincerely.

Nowadays, we should protect the precious achievements of our Islamic revolution. It is hoped to understand the present critical situation and by
tireless special and double straggling to promote new developed NOCR and pray for the tribute to the precious Islam, Islamic revolution, the Imam (RA), Martyrs, God willing.
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71. Second Conference of "NAME CHOOSING ENGINEERING"

Name and Surname are upon public culture of society.

According to international affairs, NOCR head, in the second conference of name choosing, referring to its 3th missions said: "NOCR, in addition to register vital events, is responsible to registry the change of postal code, ID documents issuance for Iranians, produce and release population information of the country.

He also emphasized that name is upon public cultural orders, it is necessary to choose good and appreciate name for babies.

Mr. Ardakani said: "Some names have been with high frequency from the foundation of NOCR, such as Mohammad, Ali, Hosein, Mahdi, Reza for boys and Fatemeh, Zahra, Masoumeh, Maryam, Zeynab for girls."
He expressed that media has important role and affect for people to choosing Iranians names, so that after parents and head of tribal or society, media is the most important role in choosing name for individuals.

At the end he described the results of researches in this field and emphasized it is necessary to prepare the field for choosing good name.
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72. ID card will be replaced with the smart national card during the second half of 1391

Dr. Ardakani, Head of NOCR, during his trip to North Khorasan province, referring to the annual registration figures of death, marriage & divorce (400, 900, 140 thousands)

According to Fars news, Dr. Ardakani, Head of NOCR, during his trip to North Khorasan province, referring to the annual registration figures of death, marriage & divorce (400, 900, 140 thousands), expressed 3 main missions including:

· vital events & moving house registration
· ID documents issuance for all Iranians
· release of population information & statistics

On Saturday night (19 February 2012), during coordination council conference,

He also said:" to improve governmental role, NOCR is carrying out several projects such as: ID card issuance, programming for national smart card & e-
archives of ID documents."

Deputy of interior minister also added: we are trying to achieve 100% coverage of vital events registration in deadline & update population information database to implement election and pay subsides confidently.

In the following he referred to issue mechanized ID card with high security in order to conformity of ID documents upon the I.R.I Iran Supreme leader advice.

NOCR head also announced the smart national card will be issued during the second half of the next year and ID card will be replaced with it.
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73. HOLDING OF IRAN & ECO NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Iran & Eco national conference opening ceremony was hold in the studies center of foreign affairs ministry on 20 Feb 2012.

According to international affairs, at the beginning of the ceremony, deputy of international affairs of foreign minister reported that academic attendance was remarkable in this conference. At the following, Mr.Maroofi General Secretary of ECO, explaining the forming of the Eco, He appreciated the Iranian for show this initiative.

Then the Head of chamber of commerce, industries & mines of Iran, the other lecturer of the conference, emphasizing on the private sector participation in the economic cooperation , said: "Eco success is because of private sector's serious struggles."

At the end of this ceremony, DR Salehi, foreign Affairs minister, lectured & said:" development of cooperation with neighboring country is our priorities in
the foreign policy.

At the other part of the conference, two expert round-table discussions, entitled "a view to private & public sector, were held.

74. Communications and Information Technology Minister visited NOCR

Minister of Communications and Information Technology visited infrastructure and activities of civil registration organization of the country on 29 February 2012.

After visiting Mr. Taghipoor & Dr. Nazemi Ardakani during session exchanging views how to issuance national smart cards.

Minister of Communications and Information Technology said: "since the government plans to promote e-government, we hope the national smart card is more quickly coming to the conclusion to define services based it.

He added in all sectors, the primary input should be the national smart card.

He emphasized, smart card has a national role in the safety part, especially the
multiple identities and authentication.

Minister of Communications and Information Technology said:” the ministry is ready to cooperate with the registration also in infrastructure discussion and other issues

He also added that national number, postal code & place data will include information bases of the country, so if this information is being central, many of the problems will be resolved.
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75. overall system of IVR and SMS number; 20001510

According to public relations & international cooperation: conference of performance evaluation of civil registration offices was held, with attendance of Interior Minister in NOCR on 4 March 2012

According to public relations & international cooperation: conference of performance evaluation of civil registration offices was held, with attendance of Interior Minister in NOCR on 4 March 2012

In this meeting, first, advisor of head welcomed the guests then Gen. Dir of performance evaluation office described the process of choosing the best provinces in 1390 year.

In the following Mr. Karami, Parsaie & Mouhebati, triple deputies of NOCR, reviewing & assessing the major activities, introduced the top provinces in the related fields, so 3 provinces: Khuzestan, Semnan & Gilan respectively, were selected as top provinces in the implementation of overall objects & programs of organization in 1390 (2012).

In this meeting, the overall system of IVR and SMS number; 20001510 opened in the country with attendance of Interior Minister, also it was set to be
launched in all provinces of the country.

At the end of this session, Dr Nazemi NOCR Chairman expressed the result of the organization activities during this year, He emphasized that we must present the best services to Iranian people.

76. Civil registration statistic role is vital for developing plans.

Mr. Najjar, Interior Minister, referring to the people passionate participate in the last parliamentary elections, in the performance assessment meeting of civil registration offices said: "In the recent election, Iranian people showed the disability of their enemies & slapped strongly across the enemies' face to
emphasize the love of their supreme leader."

In the following he referred the role & major duty of NOCR in elections & expressed: "NOCR was very active in last election day and night".

Also he mentioned that holding election electronically was very important and in e-sectors counting the votes took less than 60 to 90 minutes and approved by guardian council.

Then he added that NOCR plans were in the direction of e-government development & hopped the implementation of national smart card & preparing of its using infrastructural for administrative sectors of e-government would improve serving to the public.

Since by promoting its services, in quantity or quality, the people should have been more satisfied, he appreciated it.
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77. The first phase of national information network will start to work.

Minister of communication & technology of I.R.IRAN said: our main priority in the New Year is the national information network, that its first phase will have been started until late June2012.

Minister of communication & technology of I.R.IRAN said: our main priority in the New Year is the national information network, that its first phase will have been started until late June2012.

According to International affairs, Mr. Taghipour, referring to the most important program, expressed: "in the next year our major project will be, NIN".
He also added: "there will be the other programs such as:

· development of e-government services

· upgrading international indexes as the goals of country's 5th development plan

· Development of schools national network or country science and health networks”.

In the following, Minister of communication & technology said: ”at the present, establishing inter data centers, developing of software, like local search engine, operating system and email by private sector are being done; also we hope first phase will be started soon then the second phase will have done until the end of this year.
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78. The First Meeting of CR Heads OF OIC Member States

According to international relations of NOCR, the first meeting of CR heads of OIC member states will be held on 17-19 September 2012.

According to international relations of NOCR, the first meeting of CR heads of OIC member states will be held on 17-19 September 2012.

NOCR Heads advisor Mr. Halimi announced the primary coordination's have been done to the meeting with SESRIC secretaries, Iranian statistics centre &
foreign affairs and interior Ministries.

He also expressed that the agenda program & dates of the mentioned meeting has been determined and SESRIC secretariat should announced Iran's readiness to the related members and invited them to attend in the meeting actively.

He said, the goals of this meeting are to exchange the experiences & technology between Islamic countries and He expressed hopefully that active participation of member states with make to form in the next.
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79. Individual identification in the virtual space is the new approach in 2012

Mr. Nazemi Ardakani, emphasizing the sovereignty & infrastructure role of NOCR, said:" In 2012 year, our workplace will be continuation of the completing the electronic registration program

According to Public Relations and International Cooperation's Affairs; the first meeting of staff & provincial civil registration Gen. Directors, was hold in Golestan office on April 21-22, 2012.

In this meeting, the Supreme Leader representative ,"Imam jomeh of province" & its governor participated, too.

Mr. Nazemi Ardakani, emphasizing the sovereignty & infrastructure role of NOCR, said:" In 2012 year, our workplace will be continuation of the completing the electronic registration program.

He also referred that abroad Iranian ID documents at representative offices should have been electronic & e-services should be going to provide to all Iranians.

In the following the Golestan governor expressed: NOCR main mission, Identification, is one of the important parts of the administrative system and
80. National cards will be changed to smart ones in 2012

The benefit of smart cards is the possibility of individual identification in virtual space. According to International Affairs, Mr. Ardakani, Head of NOCR, during visiting Markezi province, he met with the supreme Leader's representative of Markezi Province, said: "The benefit of smart cards is the possibility of individual identification in virtual space".

In this regard he continued: "Smart card memory is about 80KB, while 40KB of its, is used by NOCR and the rest of it will be used as a key in e-government services".

He also referred: "at the present, in the country there are many various cards which cost about 500,000,000$, as their quality is not good, but National Smart Card made form polycarbonate and with high quality & more coefficient safety should be more efficient.
Holding Workshops for ECO Experts

"The first session of following up the recommendation of the first meeting of Heads & experts of Civil Registration Organization States of ECO country was held in International Affairs of NOCR.

According to International Affairs "The first session of following up the recommendation of the first meeting of Heads & experts of Civil Registration Organization States of ECO country was held in International Affairs of NOCR.

In the session following decisions were adapted to announce to the Foreign Ministry Affairs I.R. Iran:

1. Holding workshop of population statistics & information's, in November this year.

2. Launching of expert negotiation about the ECO-CRON website by representatives of Turkey & Pakistan and I.R. Iran for how to manage and supporting in November 2012.
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The first National Civil Registration Law Conference was held in Tehran University on 15-16 May 2012.

The conference was held with partnership of NOCR, Tehran University and attendance legal vice presidency deputy, NOCR & Tehran university heads and many of civil registration Gen. Directors & related staff.

In the session, Mr. Alian, Gen. Dr. of law affairs said: "35 of university outstanding teachers have been attended in the conference" also he referred to posted about 99 articles to the conference secretariat which 45 of them were chosen to be published and some of them were lectured in the opening ceremony.

Tehran University private law department, scientific secretariat of the conference, referred the scientific goals of the session as follow:

- The validity of identity documents
- The effects of the electronic
- Citizenship and its legal effects
- The role of supervisory authority and courts in civil registrar
- Registration rights status and legal effects of embryo transfer
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83. NOCR Second Meeting of Devotees Affairs Was Held

NOCR second meeting of devotees affairs was held with aim of observing function of devotees in promotion of giving services to noble people, honouring and esteeming this great group.

This meeting was held attending deputy of Interior Minister and NOCR president, NOCR president advisor in devotees affairs and Mr. Rahimian, representative of Supreme Theological Mandate in martyr and devotees affairs Foundation.

Dr. Nazemi Ardakani, NOCR president got off a speech on culture of sacrifice and martyrdom and also on the organization purposes, implement priorities and future programs.

Hojatoleslam Rahimian, representative of Supreme Theological Mandate in martyr and devotees affairs Foundation said some memories relating to the time of Honorable Imam Khomeini, also expressing some instances of Supreme Leader special attention toward martyrs and devotees great families.

In addition, Mr. Bidaki, NOCR president advisor in devotees affairs gave a detailed report concerning future programs.
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Planning without Evaluation & Monitoring Has No Meaning

Planning without evaluation and monitoring has no meaning and these matters are inter-related, NOCR president Said.

The third meeting of "performance evaluation & response to complaints" experts of the provinces general offices was held attending deputy of Interior Minister and NOCR president and NOCR president advisor.

At first, director of performance evaluation and response to complaints office explained the related tasks and duties of his office, he said: at the end of the previous year, 88 expert positions of performance evaluation and response to complaints officially was established. He also said in terms of performance evaluation, Hamedan, Khuzestan, Yazd and Ardabil offices are in good relation with their own province general offices. He added this is the first year that the discussion concerning the personnel performance evaluation is pursued and in order to facilitate the matter, a step by step book for performance evaluation has been provided and granted to the colleagues. And establishing the system of 1510 is another action to achieve the goal.

In the continuation of the meeting, deputy of Interior Minister and NOCR President referred to NOCR main mission and responsibility which is registry of four vital events, and postal code change, issuance of identity documents for Iranians and population information.

Dr. Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani expressed that in order to carry out the organization tasks, a series of values should be considered and the most important ones are respecting and esteeming people to attract their consent and considering applicant's sayings as true. Establishing the general system of identification of Iranians, electronic organization and promoting efficiency are the major purposes of organization. NOCR president emphasized that in harmonious with major purposes, the qualitative and quantitative goals are under strict consideration.
Dr. Nazemi Ardakani also said NOCR is a service-oriented, affirming the experts of performance evaluation and response to complaints in the provinces should carefully study the province strategic program to have a cognition to the goal, in this way they can properly evaluate it. The deputy of Interior Minister expressed in other to have a better evaluation in the cities, the slice of strategic programs in the cities should also be prepared and the output of the cities performance is evaluation of the province performance.
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85. To Implement Strategic Program, Education & Research Is Needed

NOCR president emphasized that to implement NOCR strategic program, education and research is needed and if the speed of strategic program is slow, it means education and research coordinators do not work properly.

The meeting of education and research coordinators of the center office and the provinces offices was held in NOCR Kowsar hall, attending deputy of Interior Minister and NOCR president, the head of NOCR Education Center and education and research coordinators.

NOCR president said that the goal of holding this meeting is preparing and describing the education curriculum in the year 1391 and it is important because men can get talent of describing and explaining through education. Dr. Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani expressed that to achieve NOCR goals a strategic program should be prepared which is a long-term one. To do this, a mental picture which is the outlook should be made.

He added: to draw the outlook, the values such as loyalty, honesty, purity,
feat without recognition, and esteeming people should be considered.

NOCR president expressed education and research brings about NOCR can efficiently use material and man power, remove barriers, promotes creativity and co-operation to reach change and modernization.

He expressed that registry in due time, security of identity documents and production of statistics and population information with centrality of place, is NOCR strategy program pattern. He also said: being familiar with new technologies, facilitation in giving service, security of identity documents, registry of change in postal code and promoting morality in NOCR, are the most important works to achieve strategic goals.
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86. NOCR Services Have sub-structure Function in Country Political, Social , Cultural and Economic Activities.

The first meeting of the secretaries of the managers in NOCR center office and provinces, was held on Wednesday 27 Jun 2012 in kowsar hall attending Dr. Nazemi Ardakani, NOCR president, deputies and advisors. In this meeting, Deputy of Interior Ministry said: the function of secretaries is very important and managers success is completely dependent on secretaries behavior, action and efficiency. A lot of administrative information is given to NOCR managers by secretaries and they are trustee and loyal to their managers, so their commitment is of high importance.

News Group : international- Date : 2012/07/02  ساعت :
87. Report of the Human Resources & Sustainable Development Directorate

The 22nd Meeting of ECO’s Regional Planning Council (RPC) was held by ECO Secretariat, in Tehran, Iran on 9-11 July, 2012. During the three-day meetings, the RPC and its Working Committees discussed about regional importance issues pertaining to trade and investment, transport and communications, energy and minerals, agriculture and environment, industry, tourism and Human Resource Development.

In Human/ Human Resource Development commission many suggestions by Iranian interior ministry, were discussed and finally, following issues approved:

1. The Council requested the Member States to make their utmost efforts for implementation of the recommendations of the First Meeting of the Heads of National Civil Registration Organizations/Centers of ECO Member States, inter alia, establishing a trilateral working group comprising of Iran, Pakistan and Turkey in collaboration with the ECO Secretariat to coordinate the rendered tasks to them by the Meeting; Conducting of study tours to witness the progress made by the Member States in the field of issuing Smart-Card; Holding of workshops, expert group meetings in the priority areas of Civil Registration; Nominating the focal points in the field of Civil Registration.

2. The Council appreciated the kind offer of the Republic of Turkey to hold the 2nd Meeting of the ECO Heads of National
Organizations/Centers for Civil Registration in the year 2013 and also requested the Republic of Turkey to propose the set of dates and hospitality details for the Meeting.

3. The Council appreciated the kind offer of the Islamic Republic of Iran to host the Workshop on Production of population statistics & information in Tehran on 29-30 October, 2012 and also requested the Iranian relevant authorities to furnish to the Secretariat the draft Agenda/Programme and hospitality details.

88. The meeting of NOCR general directors in Holy Mashhad

The two-day meeting of NOCR general directors was held in Holy Mashhad

The two-day meeting of NOCR general directors was held in Holy Mashhad attending by Dr. Nazemi Ardakani deputy of minister and NOCR president, NOCR deputies, advisors and staff and provinces general directors. The meeting officially started on 10th July 2012 with attendance attending general Gaffari, the political & security deputy of Khorasane Razavi province governor – general and Mr. Movahedian Mashhad governor. In this meeting, Dr. Nazemi got off an important speech on NOCR major goals and purposes, its actives in the future. Then he thanked Mr. Movahedian, for good cooperation with Province Khorasan
Razavi NCR.

After the speech of Mr. Movhebti & Dr. Karami and Parsaei, NOCR deputies the session of 11 work groups were held for 6 hours.

At the second day of the meeting, Dr. Salahi Khorasone Razavi Province governor General got off speech on NOCR important role in defending identity & citizenship borders, both in the country and abroad.

In this Trip, Dr. Nazemi visited some of Mashhad offices and service offices in order to evaluate the situation and performance.

89. By using a special software in online inquiry, observing individuals picture is possible

By using a special software in online inquiry, observing individuals picture is possible
NOCR deputy of Information Technology and population statistic said: By using a special software in online inquiry, observing individuals picture is possible. So, the organizations which have access to online identity inquiry, can observe individuals picture when inquiry is made.

He added: The year of 1391, is the year of giving online services by "web – services". He also said: At Present, about 70 organizations are connected to "Country Population Database", such as: police, courts and some entities, BANUS are applicant to use online inquiry such as judiciary offices.
90. The second regional Conference of civil Registration offices in 2012

The second regional Conference of civil Registration offices was held on 6-7 September 2012, in Kermanshah Province.

In the session, the NOCR Head, Deputies and staff Gn. Directors' & the heads of CR offices of Ilam, Kurdistan, Kermanshah, Lorstan & Hamadan, in 2 days, discussed about the on time implementation of NOCR goals.

Dr. Ardakani said: "The aim of Regional conferences is cooperation & coordination of staff set & CR offices of provinces" and emphasized "these kind of sessions had more affects on implementation of our mission & goals. He introduced NOCR as a modern organization with new Technology which is affective on countries' development programs.


91. Reducing time issuance of National cards for abroad Iranian.
Deputy of ID documents affairs of NOCR referred to launching web services for downloading national Cards for abroad Iranian.

Mr. Karami, Deputy of ID documents affairs of NOCR, describing the services presenting to abroad Iranians, referred to launching web services for downloading national Cards.

He said: Although in the past, the issuance of National card, for abroad fellows, took at least 6 month by post and through foreign ministry but now, e-access to the information has been possible, by launching web services and the issuance time of the related cards has reduced to 1 month.

He also added the Q&A online website has been launched for abroad fellows, to answer their question through shortest possible time, to following address:

www.sabteahval.ir
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92.I.R.of IRAN Succeeded to Present a Proper Pattern on Promotion of qualitative& qualitative data and Population statistics
The second conference of Asian Population Association was held on 26-29 August 2012, attending the world dominant demographers from all continents, in Bankok, Thailand. In this conference, the last population changes and qualitative status of statistics and pop.info was analyzed in 18 main subjects and 100 specific fields relating to population sciences and 676 scientific essays were presented.

From I.R.of IRAN, Mr. Mahzoon, General Director of statistics, pop. Info & Migration office, made a speech on the basis of an essay titled "A successful Pattern in qualitative and qualitative Preferment of Registered Demographic Data in I.R.IRAN NOCR. This essay was prepared by the experts of the scientists statistics, POP. Info.& Migration office, Mrs. Alizade, Amirkhosravi and Mr. Mahzoon.

In addition to IRAN NOCR representatives, other representative attended the conference from SCI. Ministry of Health, Treatment and Medical Education, UNFPA, professors of Demography department of Tehran University and faculty members of population studies & Research Center in Asia and the Pacific, Presenting their essays on status of IRAN population changes, decreasing reproduction and increasing old age.

The conference chairman was prof. Mohammed Jallal Abbasi Shavazi, President of Asian Demography Association, Prof. of demography in Tehran University and Australian National University (ANU), who won the prize of UN last year. I.R. of IRAN is proud of him as a chairman of this Conference.

93. Postponement of heads of NOCR OIC member states Meeting Date

The new and exact date of holding the meeting will be declared after finalizing by SESRIC Secretariat.

According to International Affairs, Engineer Halimi International affairs advisor of NOCR President said: The Sixth session of OIC scientific Committee was held last week attending the members, and it was declared the meeting date was postponed to February 2013.

All members believe Putting off the meeting date can cause more OIC member states Participate in the meeting.

Engineer Halimi appreciated cooperation of all NOCR staff, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, SCI, SESRIC, and other organizations which collaborated with NOCR for this matter.
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94. NOCR President Visited the Districts Hit By the Earthquake in East Azerbaijan.

Deputy of Interior minister & NOCR President
Deputy of Interior minister & NOCR President visited districts hit by the earthquake in East Azerbaijan in order to soothe people.

Dr. Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani visited civil registration offices in Ahar, varzghan & Harris and he talked with, people living in these areas.

He said: people are satisfied with the way of meeting their needs and services provided for them.

NOCR president added: ID documents are perished in Crisis conditions and in these situations, functions become more important. Fortunately heads of civil registration offices in the cities hit by the earthquake performed their duties very well and gave timely services to people.

He referred to importance of ID documents and said when these documents are secure, they cannot be forged. So their validity becomes more. New mechanized identity certificates are sample of such documents.

At the end, he said: Nowadays, Holy Sphere of prophet Mohommad (P.B.U.H.) is violated in full obscenity and this devilish action was faced with a proper reaction of people in Islamic countries who experience Islam awakening spring.
95. Memorandum of understanding between NOCR & aviation organization of the country.

The aviation organization to use the electronic quotation system of national ID signed a contract with NOCR According to public relation & international cooperation:

Dr. Nazemi Ardakani, Deputy of interior minister & head of NOCR said: "vital quartet events & postal code registration, issuance & confirmation of ID documents, produce & release of population statistic are the main missions of NOCR. To improve the implementation of the related missions and new construction, we use the modern technology, so that the population database is the most comprehensive & complete system in the country and address of individual are kept there too.

MR. Karmi, his deputy in ID documents affairs, referred that documents in NOCR have been electronic & presenting services are easy by using dates in the system.

In the following, he and the other officers of NOCR, emphasized on the organization memorandums that signed with 100 other executive & services agencies, Such as NAJA, banks, judiciary, notary services…

Finally Mr. Hamid reza pahlevany, the head of aviation organization, referred: "this memorandum of understanding is very important and with critical value" and thanked the NOCR for the extensive & complete information.
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To provide a national infrastructure for the use of smart cards and national identity Inquiry electronic systems, creating a memorandum of understanding among NOCR and the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology was signed. According to the Office of Public Relations and International Cooperation, a meeting was held between Dr. Nazemi Ardakani, Interior Minister Deputy; Head of NOCR and Minister of Communications and Information Technology.

In this meeting Head of the Civil Registry said: "the joint task has been started between NOCR and FAVA upon ICT services and the fifth development plan laws in the country.

He added that a comprehensive identification system to detect Iranian national number and registration change of postal code were two major infrastructure in this regard & changes recorded in code had been of good effective practices in the registration offices.

Dr. Nazmi said: "the national numbers infrastructure with other devices, still do not well and services should be based on the presentation of the national number to the service recipient. He stated the National Smart Card that is during the final stages, would help you to present yourself.

He expressed hope that with the assistance of the minister of communications and information technology, the adoption of national regulations to allow for smart card, the great national project with the country, would accelerate to be launched in Eid Ghadir.

Nazemi Ardakani emphasized: "This agreement is the first step in the inquiry,
and the identity of the people, with existing applications & investing in this area, authentication takes place faster and more secure.

Mr. Tarighat, the head's successor for smart card project, stating the necessity of exchange in the virtue space & the authentication importance, said; "with the national smart card, our goal will be implemented" also he referred: "the project is the largest one in the IT sector".

He also said the, creating the core infrastructure of sovereignty & a digital identity management platform in cyberspace, establishing the context of e-government services and enhance of the security which are the main goals of the smart card design.

Deputy of the Executive National Smart Card Project emphasized: "project management, planning, architecture, outside, building, design, delivery and operation phases of the project all are completely native".

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology in the following said: "authentication in cyberspace is most important & enhance social trust in the electronic service" so that will be realized with smart card project.

He also stated that in all phases, including regulatory, research tasks and ... The project has been supported by us.

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, finally, referring the smart card as a duties of fifth development plan, explained: "the authentication is one of the most challenges in the developed countries, because physical access to audiences in the cyberspace is impossible and only implementation of the projects such as smart card make it possible.
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97. Population is an important capital"'

NOCR president said: Authorities should know exact status of population statistics of all places in order to program and organize public services. Population is an important capital.

Dr. Mohammad Nazemi Ardakani, Deputy of minister and NOCR president said, in the meeting of NOCR President Advisors and managers of the center office, NOCR offices should provide population statistics and grant to province responsible.

He added: It is necessary province governors and programming managers have exact and timely knowledge of population status of the related province, because exact statistics about exact programming and better services to people.

NOCR President expressed: Programming for population is more important than programming for province civil projects and population statistics can be used for province programming.

Nazemi Ardakani said: Islamic council parliament defined registry of postal code change in the year 1376 as a function of NOCR, and so NOCR should present a technique and secure registry of population statistics.

Deputy of Interior minister made clear registration of marriage and divorce is very important because it helps to predict the status of future population.

Finally he said: NOCR is a secure source of population statistics.
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98. Training Workshop of Producing Statistics
Holding the first training workshop of producing statistics & population Information for ECO member states in November 2012 in Tehran.

Engineer Halimi NOCR, president Advisor on Interregnal affairs said: The third session on perusing The ECO meeting approval with title of "Training workshop of producing statistics and population information for ECO member states in the current year" was held in the office of International Affair attending many members.

He added: In this session, the functions of each general offices and deputies were determined, and the place and the way of holding were specified. It is supposed the subjects and speeches to be translated to English and Russian.

In addition, it was suggested Mr.Parsae make a speech as NOCR representative.

This workshop will last for 2 days.
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99. NOCR president's Visit to Systan & Baluchestan

NOCR president's Visit to Systan & Baluchestan

Dr. Nazemi Ardakani traveled to Systan & Baluchestan, on Saturday’ to visit civil registration office in the province center and other cities. He said: people
who do not have identity booklet face many problems but these will be removed upon establishing DNA laboratory in the province. He added: the province has a lot of dossier due to special conditions of the district and most of them' with cooperation of police are under survey.

**100. The fourth session of holding the first statistic produce workshop in Tehran**

According to international affairs, Mr. Halimi the advisor of NOCR head informed of the fourth session of the first statistics produce workshop for ECO member states on November 10th. According to international affairs, Mr. Halimi the international advisor of NOCR head, informing of the 4th session of statistics produce workshop for ECO member states on November said:" in addition of the workshop the other session consist of 3 countries; Iran, Pakistan & turkey would be simultaneously held to prepare long term educational program & to support common website of the eco member states.

In the following he added:" at the present 2 courtiers: Pakistan & turkey have presented the list of the purposed participants and hoped :"we will visit the other representatives of all related countries at the workshop. It is important to mention that the workshop will be held by accompany of several parts of organization such as statistics & population information office, international
affairs, public relations, security, Gen. office of human resources
development & supported with coordination of UNFPA, ECO office of
foreign Ministry & ECO secretariat.

Also, the official educational certificate should be given to the representatives
at the end of the workshop.
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101. Comparison of statistical status of marriage and divorce in Iran & other Countries

The rate of marriage and divorce registry in our country in 1390 is respectively 11/7 and 1/9 for every 1000 people.

Different factors are effective on these numbers, such as: population youth, culture, and customs, legal age for marriage and social matters. The studies show, in Iran, the rate of marriage is higher than all countries of district except Tajikistan.

This index is 3/9 for France, 4/5 for Canada, 4/7 for Germany, 4/8 Norway, 4/5 Australia, 7/5 China, 8/5 Russia.

In addition, the rate of divorce in some countries is 4/5 for Russia, 2/6 Finland, 2/5 South Korea, 2/4 Norway, 2/3 Germany and Australia, 2/1 France and 2 Japan.

According to the study, the index of divorce rate in Iran is lower than the mentioned countries and also some countries of district such as: Kazakhstan, Jordan and Kuwait.
102. **Special Attention to NOCR Representatives in Villages and Districts**

Dr. Nazemi Ardakani, during his trip to Hormozgan Province, visited NOCR representatives in Minab, Sandrak, attending political security Deputy of Hormozgan Province Governor, and general manager of civil Registration office of Hormozgan.

Dr. Nazemi said we made progress in terms of policy, economy and social matters, due to Islamic Revolution.

During his trip, he visited civil registration office of Bashagard and said: Bashagard is a mountain city but civil registration coverage is good in this region.

He added registration of vital events had many problems in the last decades in this city, but fortunately the registration of vital events improved in this city in the recent years. The organization pays special attention to the representatives in villages and the district centers.
103. Experts workgroup between China & IRAN

Mr. Ardakani, at the head of dispatched delegation to the China country, visited Deputy Minister of Public Security, OF the People's Republic of China and the civil statue registration Gn. Directors. According to international affairs, the head of NOCR; Mr. Ardakani, at the head of dispatched delegation to the China country, visited Deputy Minister of Public Security, OF the People's Republic of China and the civil statue registration Gn. Directors.

In this meeting he reported about NOCR status, its tasks progress and conducted programs. Deputy Minister of Public Security, OF the People's Republic of China stated their status too & referred that, in their country, smart cards have been issued for 1/1 milliards people by 39 issuance stations & 35000 database, for 5 years; he also announced to be ready to establish the expert group to explore area of cooperation between the two ministries.

The Chairman welcomed the proposal and expressed preparation of our organization in particular.
104. **Suggestion of New Names for study & Approval**

**NEWS**

NOCR is ready to Study the suggestion names which are not among the approved names and will declare the result, via the related website, to the name applicants.

NOCR is ready to Study the suggestion names which are not among the approved names and will declare the result, via the related website, to the name applicants.

All Compatriots can visit the website (www.sabteahval.ir) and use the e-services such as "Name Request for New born" and search their favourite name. The system consists of 2 Parts. First you can select the sex and requested name then search it. If the name has been approved by NOCR a message is sent to you that you can go to one of civil registration offices. If the name has not been approved, you can register "request for study". In order to do this, you should mention the name, its sex, your name and surname, as well as your National number as an applicant. so a number will be given to you for pursuing.
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105. **National Number as a Key of Entrance to Population Database**

This week, NOCR President & Deputy of Interior Minister made a speech in Tehran Friday prayer ceremony. He said the third of Day is NOCR
establishment anniversary. So, national public culture council registered this day in the name of NOCR in public calendar.

He referred to national number as a key of entrance to population database and other information databases in country, saying this number is unique for each Iranian and it is a virtual document. Dr. Nazemi Ardakani mentioned that registration of vital events and change of address, issuance of Iranians, ID documents both inside and outside of the country, production and publication of statistics and demographic information and immigration as the NOCR major responsibilities.

Concerning national demographic database, he said: this database which its capacity is more than 300 TB, is fed in 700 points via a secure and online communication network.

He made clear that NOCR uses new technologies in order to give precise and fast services to Iran great nation. In this way. Different ID document services are made through NOCR website.

Deputy of Interior Minister said the project of ID documents electronic archive is close to the last process, and with God's will it would be operational in near future.

This action cause updating and facilitation in giving services to people. Nazemi Ardakani emphasized that issuance of national smart card is a good step toward security of ID documents, adding national smart card is the key of entrance to system of e–government, and in order to use this card all organizations and entities should provide the needed infrastructures.
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106. Comparative studies of Civil Registration with other countries has been begun
The tribute ceremony of research week was held for 2 days in NOCR TTC, attending Dr. Nazemi Ardakani, NOCR president and Dr. Zahedi, the head of research & Training commission of Islamic parliament.

In this ceremony, NOCR President said: NOCR is in an authority position and its mission has substructure effect in e-government.

He added research activities and comparative studies have not been made in NOCR yet, but at present it is under investigation.

Dr. Nazemi said registration of vital events is one of the most important responsibilities of NOCR which should be made on time and in mechanized way.

He added NOCR vision in 2025 is a learner, creative and effective organization, so, research and training are two important factors to achieve this goal. In addition, Dr. Zahedi, head of research and training commission of Islamic parliament said: all organization and entities in country are responsible to establish unit of research and development allocating budget to do this, because the view of research has been changed. We should move toward long – time investment in research domain.

He added in order to develop research in society; we are providing a project with the name of research and development for all country organizations and factories.
The OIC Meeting will be held

The final date of the OIC Meeting of NOCR heads and experts was declared.

Mr. Halimi the advisor of NOCR president in international affairs declared that the final date of the OIC meeting of NOCR heads and experts will be held on 15 – 17 April 2013.

He also said the suggested date was agreed with SESRIC and it is supposed the invitation letters to be sent for all OIC members next week. The advisor of NOCR president expressed hope that most of OIC members attend in the meeting. He said the goal of holding this meeting is closeness of OIC members, being familiar and exchange of experience between civil registration organization of OIC members especially training and research cooperations.

It should be noted that the meeting was supposed to be held in October in current year but it was postponed because the number of countries did not reach to the quorum.
108. The second Meeting of Surveying projects between NOCR & UNFPA was Held

Production of Population Statistics in the way of Place – oriented & on the basis of National Population Database Information
The second meeting of surveying projects and cooperation subjects between NOCR and UNFPA in Iran was held in the office of population statistics, information and immigration, attending advisor of NOCR president in international affairs and also UNFPA deputy and experts, with the chair of Mr. Mahzoon, the manager of the office.

In this meeting, the suggested projects for cooperation with UNFPA were presented by the expert of the office. Mr. Halimi referred to change of postal code, address and internal migration as one of the most important projects of NOCR that concerning legal was approved by Islamic parliament, but society is not ready to implement this project. It is necessary to study about subjects, mechanism and approaches which lead to execution of this act.

In the continuation of the session, other projects were presented and it was supposed the suggested projects would be finalized and considered in the fifth 5 - year Program.
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109. Increasing Marriage Age is the main cause of Decreasing Reproduction

Increasing Marriage Age is the main cause of Decreasing
Reproduction

Ali Akbar Mahzoon, the general manager of the office of NOCR statistics and demographic information said: the pattern of marriage has the first function in the major population changes and regarding development issues increasing marriage age is the main factor in reproduction.

He added: Previously, children were considered as the wealth of family, so more children meant more wealth. However, the life style has been changed nowadays so, children are not considered as family wealth, instead, more children means more expense because family should provide their life and education expenses. It causes decreasing the number of family children. At present, the quality of children life is very important for parents and they want their children to have the best facilitation.

He emphasized that pursuing a coherent programming in economic issues and considering economy in reproduction causes increasing the reproduction rate in countries.
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110. The Neccessity giving services to Iranians Abroad in short time

According to NOCR International affairs, Engineer Halimi, NOCR president advisor and Mr. pour Mennati, general manager of ID document for Iranians abroad, visited Mr. Mirfakhar Ministry of Foreign Affairs general manager.

١٢٢
of counseling and Mr. Sadjadi general manager of Iranians abroad, emphasizing on giving fast services to Iranians abroad.

During these visits which were made separately with Ministry of Foreign Affairs general managers, cooperation made by the related departments of Ministry was appreciated. In present, regarding the online requests of issuance of ID cards by IR of IRAN representatives in abroad, time of issuance of ID card decreased to one month. The general manager of NOCR, ID documents of Iranians in abroad asked all services to be given to Iranians in abroad online by the council department of the representatives of I.R of IRAN in abroad.

During the visit, the subject of holding the first Meeting of NOCR heads of OIC member stated in April 2013 was considered and more cooperation by Ministry of Foreign Affairs was requested.

Moreover, pour Mennati, suggested a session to be held with all organizations which give services to Iranians in abroad, in order to exchange experiences and to remove possible problems related to issuance of ID documents. This suggestion was warmly accepted by general managers of Ministry of Foreign Affairs and it was supposed the necessary action to be made to hold this meeting.
111. Selecting the project of smart ID card in the Kharazmi Festival

In 26th International Kharazmi, the project of Iranian smart ID card got the third rank of development researches.

Appreciation tablet and statue of 26th International Kharazmi festival was granted to Dr. Nazemi Ardakani by president of the I.R. of Iran due to the project of Iranian smart ID card.

In this tablet, this sentence is seen: Knowledge is divine light and a gift by God to humanity. Creativity and innovation Causes human's perfection. Achievement in Knowledge and reaching peaks of science in world is not possible without efforts of researchers.

It should be said: Dr. Nazemi Ardakani, Deputy of Interior minister and NOCR president executive of smart ID card project has ph.D. in management from Imam Hossein University and he is a researcher in management field.
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112. The First Joint Meeting of the Ambassadors of OIC Member states

The First Joint Meeting of the Ambassadors of OIC Member states
The First Joint Meeting of the Ambassadors of OIC member states is going
to be held in February of the current year, with NOCR hosting. The goal of holding this meeting is making familiar the heads of the representatives of OIC member states with new civil registration, e-government and issuing national smart card in our country.

It should be said regarding invitation letter sent by SESRIC secretary, the first meeting of NOCR heads and experts of OIC member states is going to be held in April 2013 in Tehran with cooperation of I.R. of IRAN'S NOCR.

**News Group:** international-affairs
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**News:** Decreasing Time of Reply to the Identity Requests to Iranians in Abroad

**Tehran:** the general manager of identity affairs of Iranians in abroad said that time of reply to identity requests of Iranians in abroad decreased. Pour Menati said:

At present, time of issuance of identity certificate is between 2 – 6 hours for applicants attend personally and for requests have been sent to Ministry of Foreign Affairs, it lasts 3 days.

Regarding the centers which are responsible for giving these services to Iranians in abroad, he said: different services on identity affairs are given with cooperation of I.R of IRAN Council centers in different countries, in the shortest possible time.

He added granting identity services to Iranians in abroad is one of the most important tasks of the related general office and Iranians in abroad can get identity services such as issuance of copy of marriage certificate of celibacy.
and also for replacing identity certificate and issuance of duplicate due to loss, from representatives of I.R of IRAN in different countries.

He added issuance of mechanized identity certificate has begun since May 2012 and Iranians in abroad can visit NOCR website (www.sabteaval .ir) going to the banner (Deputy of Identity Documents), getting information about different services of NOCR.

---
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114. The MOU, between the head of NOCR and UNFPA Representative

To increase cooperation and exchange of experiences, the MOU, between the head of NOCR and UNFPA Representative in Iran was signed Mr. Ardakani, referring to the population reduction upon present procedure, in the future decades, said:" the statistics information was present to the government authorities & the reduction population policies have changed".

He added:" there are fluid population in the rural regions which immigrate to the small city , if the individuals; upon the zip code changes law, record their moving house & address changes, it will be possible to announce the place-oriented population rate.

In the following, he emphasized that they would use the neighbors countries experiences in the moving house registration field presented by UNFPA, and also expressed the hope that by signing the MOU, the cooperation relations would expanded.

Mehmet Hvlkyavz ,UNFPA Representative in I.R.Iran, referred that the before cooperation relations with NOCR had been cut from 2010, but the re-formation of the association was pleased. Also he said:"THE 5TH UNFPA program is based on the country 5th development program."
Referring to the supreme leader's speech, to get to the Self-sustaining populations, he emphasized: Leader’s speeches are the appreciate support for UNFPA population policies.
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115. Holding of the first meeting of directors and experts of OIC member states civil registration

Mr. Halimi, advisor of NOCR head, informed of the holding of the first meeting of directors and experts of OIC member states civil registration organization, on 15-17 April 2013.

He added, in order to achieve the goals of the 5th development program of the country & expand bilateral and multilateral local cooperation, NOCR has done good activities in recent years. In this regard, the mentioned session will be held this year, jointly with cooperation of statistic center, Foreign Ministry & SESRIC secretary.

At present, 18 countries are ready to attend the conference.

Advisor of NOCR head said: "Exchange of experience especially in the field of e-government, smart cards and national identity documents with the OIC member states. In this context, evaluation of the member countries of the Islamic Cooperation Organization are the main goals of the summit. Interior minister, Foreign ministry officials & SESRIC secretary will be the conference lecturers."
116. **Holding two meetings in Cairo on 7 – 10 May, 2013.**

Based on the World Health Organization (WHO) Invitation, two conference "Civil Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS)" and «Health Information System (HIS) » was held with the presence of the heads and representatives of the civil registration organization, the census Office, the Health Ministry of the Member States of East Mediterranean Regional Organization (EMRO), in Cairo on 7 – 10 May, 2013.

The goal of the meetings was promoting the awareness and reinforcing the civil registration system and the vital statistics. The meeting was formed with management; Dr. Ala Alvan the director of the EMRO, prof. of Kyzyzld University, Australia; regional advisor and the representative of the other international organizations. Birth, death and death causes due to their increasing importance were the presented issues.

In the meeting the following issues and actions were implemented:

Ø **Assessing the weakness and the strength points of the current situation, comprehensively and rapidly**

Ø **Agree to exchange the succeed experiences and notations**

Ø **Preparing the new propositions about the current challenges and strategies framework to develop CRVS**

Ø **Identifying the necessities' for Who regional technical**
Ø Committing to develop the national program upon EMIR's strategic framework.

Ø To prepare the draft of the CR and Statistic; Regional Program and Strategies and HIS; which will be presented to the health ministers of the related countries by the WHO in the next meeting on October.

Based on the first assessment, IRAN's rank between East Mediterranean Regional countries is 1th, in the keeping and transiting the information, 2th in the registration structured and organization and 7th at the total criteria fields.

In the future a team of the WHO advisors will have held a session to assess the Vital Events Registration System, comprehensively, with the presence of the related administrative representatives.
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117. Holding the Second session of the Heads of civil statue registration of ECO Member States in Turkey

The 23rd session of the ECO planning Council was held, in the international education and research center of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on 6-7 May 2013.

The 23rd session of the ECO planning Council was held, in the international education and research center of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on 6-7 May
After the opening session, ECO member states' representatives reported their proceeds during the last year, then referred to their next plans in this year.

In the following, different Committee on Commerce, Transportation, Energy, statistics, Human Resources and Sustainable Development,.......held in two days, and decisions adopted about their plans for the years 2013- 14.


The Council also ,requested the other Member States to consider holding of training programs , workshop , expert group meetings on the remaining priority areas identified by the First Session, and at the end requested Turkish authorities to furnish the exact date, draft agenda Program and hospitality details of the Second Session of the ECO Heads of National Organizations Centers for Civil Registration to be held in September 2013.
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118. Meeting of the Iran's New Ambassador to Armenia, from NOCR.

According to the International Affairs, Mr.Ebrahimi pour, the new Ambassador to Armenia, dispatching to do his mission in Armenia, visited the NOCR Head's advisor in International
Mr. Halimi, in the meeting, referred to the ongoing projects about Civil Registrations, such as, the beginning of national Smart cards issuance, the implement of e- Archive, digital identity booklet issuance, vital events registration and e – services to the Citizens (10 cases) in the country.

Also he added to Communicate and relate with representatives of Foreign Ministry to issue National smart cards within two weeks.

At the end, Mr. Halima announced the readiness to exchange experiences and expressed hope to begin their cooperation, after Mr. Ebrahimi pour’s mission beginning.
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119. NOCR is ready for boarding public services at the eve of the election registration

NOCR head announced:" we are ready to prepare boarding public services in the final days leading up to the elections

According to the International Affairs & public Relations, NOCR Head; in his journey to the Khorasan Razvi province visited 3 civil statues registration offices at the Kashmar; Bardasken & Khalelabad.

In the journey, addressing to the civil registration statues authorities; he
referred to the governance and infrastructure role of the CR in the election and said: "we are going; not only to use the Population Data Base to survey validity of the voters' ID documents but also to abdicated the ones whose ID are not confirmed by PDB".

In the following, he stressed that voters must present the national card to vote; it is mandatory for them, therefore the unique personal number (ID number) would be applied to prevent duplication votes.

He also emphasised: "either the stolen national card individuals or the first time voters can refer to the related offices to receive the approval of own ID number before that day.

Mr. Ardakani, referring to the important of election, entitled that the political saga, as the supreme leader considered, will have been implemented just by comprehensive participation of the majority of the honourable Iranian people in the election.

On the other hand, also in this regard, the deputy of the people of Tabriz, Azarshar and the member of the Social Commission of the Parliament; While commending the related civil Register Gen. Office, refereed to the importance of the population statistics; issued by NOCR, for authorities' planning.

He also expressed, NOCR is an active organization, asked the country authorities to prepare its necessities and possibilities to implement its mission as well as possible.
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120. Civil Registration Province & Staff General Directors Meeting
The Civil Registration Province & Staff General Directors Meeting was held in Masandaran province on 24-25 June 2013. According to international affairs, Mr. Ardakani, The Head of NOCR, attended at the inauguration of the Province & Staff General Directors Meeting and said: in order to modernization, civil registration organization will have upon principle & oriented programs. He; referring to the 3 major missions, explained that their compiled by programs are: events registration, issuance of ID documents for Iranians and producing & releasing the population statistics.

In this regards he added: Updating the statistics by using new IT is possible now and the governmental forgery will have been eliminated early”. In continue he referred to some important points about Civil Registration such as:

1. Releasing the population statistical & information is oriented in our country.
2. The inquiry network should be expanded to update the vital events.
3. The registration of marriage & death should be planned to be electronically.
4. Over 60% of civil registration units have been equipped with modern technology and are directly related to the population data centre.
5. Up to the end of September of this year, the whole information at the executive organization would be upon the population data centre, as if the banks security database are at the present.
6. Hand written ID documents were mechanized to prevent the forgery as soon as possible.

In the following he explained the many others good actions of the NOCR and emphasized the whole processing should be accelerated to prepare the public services.

At last Dr. Nazemi pointed to the role of the country population base in the
last election which was implemented without problems in 31 province, and said: "it was a sign of the knowledge of the people. Mazandaran governor, Mr. AliAkbar Tahaie, emphasized:" the role of NOCR before and after the elections was intelligent and referred to the peoples 93% participated in president elections and CR intelligent system role to prepare related statistics for it.

He also expressed that national small card issuance; during election period, was supplement for national ID card.

In this meeting Sari's Friday prayer provisional leader attended & said: "NOCR statistics are of particular interest and state administrators' emphasize is upon them.
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121. The study of prevention strategies to increase the age of marriage and reduce the child bearing on population world day meeting

"NOCR has being registered vital events statistics for years and presented the statistical analysis upon them, up to now".

According to the international affairs Mr. Mahzoon stated:; in the press conference on population world day & the last events statistic , "NOCR has being registered vital events statistics for years and presented the statistical analysis upon them, up to now".
He said: "at the present each mother, on average, gives birth to 1.7 children and this process leads to the reduction of active population". So it's important to notice to its conclusion.

In this regard, he referred to the major statistics news of the last year such as: age, rate and registration of marriage and death.

He mentioned that the highest rate of marriage registration was for 3 provinces: Zanjan (17.5 ppt), Ardabil (14.5 ppt), Kordestan (16.1 ppt) and the most causes of death had been cardiovascular disease, cancer and accidents.

He also emphasized, on average 16 divorce takes place, per an hour.

Mr. Mahazoon announced: "the last statistics of population is 76 million & 700000 people, and the population decline challenge will be made by the present trend of fertility reduction and birth and the continues of the mentioned trend which is now below replacement level, will made serious difficulties for us in the next future.
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122. Interior Minister Departure to China

Mustafa Mohammad Najjar, IRI interior, entered Beijing to visit People's Republic of China, on July 2013
According to the international affairs: "china security authorities and Iranian ambassadors in china welcomed Mr. Najjar, at the chains airport.

Mr. Najjar, referring to the good relation & cooperation between the two countries, said: "We will discuss about mutual cooperation document which
was signed with China security minister at last year.

He also added: a security agreement will be going to signed, between two countries in order to reinforce mutual cooperation about security areas such as organized crimes and tobacco preventing.

He followed: "The regional security is important for both country and we hoped that the reinforce of security & stability will have been by bilateral cooperation ".

**News Group : international-affairs**
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**123. Holding the population world day session on 8July, 2013**

Gn. Director of the statistics & population information & immigration office announced the population world day session held on 8 July, 2013 with participation of the NOCR, Health, Treatment and Medical Training Ministry and UNFPA.

According to the public relations and International cooperation Affairs, Mr. Mahzoon; stating the vital notice to the delay marriage and childbearing, emphasized:"The trend of increase of marriage age and the decline of childbearing, in recent years, will be associated with the health risks and demographic changes ", in this regard and upon the population world day, which choose by UN, NOCR in preparing plans to celebrate this day on 8 July, 2013, in order to implement particular programs.

On the other hand, 2013 year is named," statistics word year" by UN, and NOCR, with participating of National center for statistics international year and the specialized committees of the planning council of the related center, will have implemental particular plans.
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124. National smart card from Ghom province to Gilan

Head of NOCR signed a memorandum of understanding with Head of IT organization and the governor of Gilan province in the field of National Smart Card.

According to Public Relations and International Affairs: "At the meeting was held between NOCR Head, Gilan governor, IT organization Head and Rasht parliament representative (at Gilan province) exchanged this agreement.

Mr. Ardakani refereed to the prospect of civil registration in 1404 as learning and effective organization for e – government, explained its different strategies such as increasing capacity databases, ability to process the reports, the complete automated certificate issuance up to 23 September and ultimately, the process of national smart card issuance upon the improved countries' experiences.

He also, stressing the role of e-archive to facility to prepare public services, as possible as subsidies, stated the aims of the related agreement upon: 1 National smart card applications, 2 – the capacity of the private & non-government sector. Ultimately he predicted, the plan will have implemented with participant of IT & NOCR and support of Governor. Of course, he said the context of this project will take six month, and the project will be done with the deployment and integration of the sets of province.
Holding the Second Meeting of ECO Heads of civil registration in Turkey

According to the International Affairs of National Organization for Civil Registration I.R.IRAN, Foreign Ministry Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Iran sent a note from ECO Secretariat and has announced:

The second meeting of ECO Heads of civil Registration will be held in Turkey in November 2013.

According to the first proposed program of Turkey's Civil Registration in this meeting the participants will exchange experience on the subjects such as:

- Smart ID cards
- Four vital events registration
- Change of address
- Geographic information systems
- Disaster recovery center
- Best practices are exchanged between countries at the meeting
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The security coefficient of digital ID booklet is high and the main task of public relations is making culture and information.

According to the public relation and international affairs, 2 meetings were held with the attendance of some related authorities of NOCR in the last week:

1. The meeting of the public relations affairs officers and ID documents treasures responsible of NOCR

2. The meeting of the Informatics and statistics assistants of the provincial civil Registration Offices.

Mr. Ardakani; NOCR Head, attended in the meetings and expressed statements. He, in general; referring to the major role and missions of NOCR, emphasized: "issuance of digital ID booklets based on population information database will reduce the fraud.

In the second meeting, he said: "the holding of public relations session will help to exchange and transfer the related experiences in order to promote plans, activities and also present appreciate measures around civil registration missions or duties.

In the following, he mentioned the usage of new technological, the role of the ID document of the famous people, the analysis of statistics reports, customer-oriented behaviors, the importance of the ID documents, the registration of moving house and postal code and ultimately the e-archive of the mentioned documents.

Consequently he expressed: the security coefficient of digital ID booklet is high and the main task of public relations is making culture and information.
127. **Loyalty, honesty and trustworthiness are three interactions basis between the Minister and the Staff**

New Minister emphasized: "loyalty, honesty and trustworthiness will be three interactions basis between me and all the staff at the Interior Ministry.

According to the public relations and international affairs, The meeting of the deputies, managers and the Interior ministry staff was held with attendance of the ministry building at the government week, employ day.

In the ceremony, the minister, referring to the opportunities growth in the current environment said: "the Islamic Revolution has provided for all factions and tribal forces the possibility of growth, without any dependency, and it is evidence of justice in Iran. So if we perform task towards the noble people the thank of God for this blessing to be complete.

Fazli Rahmani emphasized that justice and morality would be the foundation of all things and in his time and no injustice should be done deliberately. He added: "In the Ministry:

1. Justice is respect to law, ethics and relationships with others.

2. The Ministry should ensure that the practice of democracy in the country will comply with the ruling.

3. Political preferences are respected, but the politicization of the Department of the Interior and the task of political management is prohibited.

4. The Security is the duties of the Ministry.

5. I will work with managers who have a developmental perspective."

Finally he emphasized: "Ministry position is the most strategic one in the political system of the Islamic Republic."
128. National consultation Meeting on The fifth program of the Islamic Republic of Iran, UNFPA and ICPD beyond 2014 was held in Tehran Azadi Hotel on 8 September 2013.

According to the International Affairs of civil registration:

Representatives of UNFPA, Ministry of foreign Affairs, Ministry of Health and Medical Education, Ministry of Youth and Sports, State Welfare Organization, the Red Cross, Civil Registration Organization, attended the meeting.

UNFPA Representative in Iran Dr. M. Hulki Uz stated:

Presence of Iranian experts is important for the implementation of programs of these international organizations.

ICPD deals with issues such as:

Unemployment, immigration, population, poverty, drugs, statistics, women and youth, health and social problems of the country.